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Abstract
We prove some asymptotic interior regularity results for potential functions of optimal
transportation problems with power costs. We show that our problems are equivalent to
optimal transportation problems whose cost functions are suciently small perturbations
of the quadratic cost but they do not satisfy the well known condition (A:3) guaranteeing
regularity. The proof consists in a perturbation argument from the standard Monge-
Ampere equation in order to obtain interior Holder estimates for second derivatives of
potentials, and a careful understanding of why we might fail to have an Alexandro weak
solution when restricted to subdomains. In particular, we provide some quantitative
estimates along the way on how the equation degenerates near the boundary.
1 Introduction
Let 
;
0 be two bounded domains in Rn, n  1. Let f , g be nonnegative mass distributions
in 
 and 
0, respectively, that satisfy the compatibility conditionZ


f =
Z

0
g:
Consider the optimal transport problem between 
 and 
0: given a continuous cost function
c : Rn ! [0;1), nd an admissible transport map  : 
! 
0 that minimizes the total cost
functional Z


c(x (x))f(x) dx:
We say that a Borel map  : 
 ! 
0 is admissible if it is measure preserving, that is,
#fdx = gdy. This is equivalent toZ


h((x))f(x) dx =
Z

0
h(y)g(y) dy
for every continuous function h. It is well known (c.f. [9], [20]) that the solution of the
transport problem exists for any strictly convex cost, and it is given in terms of a potential
function u 2 C(
), that satises a Monge-Ampere type equation(
g(x rc( ru)) det  I +D2c( ru)D2u = f(x);
@cu(
) = 

0;
(1.1)
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where I is the n n identity matrix, @cu(
) := [x2
@cu(x) and the c-subdierential @cu(x)
is dened by (2.3).
In this paper we concentrate on the convex cost c(z) = 1p jzjp (p > 1) and investigate the
regularity of its corresponding optimal map. First we study the asymptotic behavior of the
equation when the two domains 
 and 
0 are suciently far away. Second, we consider the
perturbation problem p > 2, p! 2 but 
 and 
0 do not need to be far apart. In both cases,
our aim is to prove interior C2; estimates for the potential u. This is achieved by showing
that our problems are equivalent to optimal transportation problems whose cost functions are
close to the quadratic cost. We then perform a perturbation argument around the standard
Monge-Ampere equation to derive the regularity of u.
Before stating precisely our main result, we recall that a bounded domain U  Rn is
called strongly convex if U has a C2 dening function  satisfying hD2(x); i > 0 for all
x 2 @U and all vectors  in the tangent space to @U at x. It is also known that if U is
strongly convex then there exist a constant C > 0 and a dening function ~ for U such that
hD2~(x)w;wi  Cjwj2; 8x 2 @U and 8w 2 Rn: (1.2)
For any  > 0, denote

 := fx 2 
 : dist(x; @
) > g :
Theorem 1.1. Suppose 
 and 
0 are two strongly convex bounded domains in Rn. Assume
that f 2 Cloc(
) and g 2 Cloc(
0) are two nonnegative mass distributions satisfyingZ


f(x) dx =
Z

0
g(y) dy; 1  f(x)  2 in 
 and 1  g(y)  2 in 
0; (1.3)
where 1 < 2 are positive constants. Let u 2 C(
) be the potential from the optimal transport
problem (1.1) between 
 and 
0 with cost c(z) = 1p jzjp, p > 1. Given any 0 > 0, we have:
 There exists 0 > 0 depending on 0, n, p, , 1, 2, 
 and 
0 such that if dist(
;
0) 
0, then u 2 C2;0(
0) for some 0 < 0 <  depending only on n and .
 There exists p0 > 2 depending on 0, n, , 1, 2, 
 and 
0 such that for all 2 < p  p0,
if dist(
;
0) > C1 for some constant C1 > 0, we also have that u 2 C2;0(
0) for some
0 < 0 <  depending only on n and .
The C2;0 norm depends on 0, n, 1, 2, , 
, 
0, kfkC(
1 ), kgkC(
01 ), C1. Here 1
depends only on 0 and universal constants.
Remark. Standard elliptic theory implies that u 2 C2;(
0).
We emphasize that, unlike the standard subdierential for convex functions, in general
the c-subdierential associated to a power cost function is a nonlocal operator on the set
of c-convex functions. A similar nonlocality is then inherited by the corresponding Monge{
Ampere measures which makes the so called Alexandro weak solutions to the equation
(1.1) unstable when restricting to subdomains. This poses a serious obstacle in proving the
regularity of the potential u since we loose information as we move into a smaller subregion
and it is possible that the restricted function u is not a solution of the same equation in any
reasonable sense. We note however that this problem would not present if we knew that u is
dierentiable everywhere.
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As a consequence, our rst problem is to determine whether the optimal transport map is
continuous, i.e., that the potential u is C1. This is a tricky question that has received a lot of
attention recently. In the quadratic case, for the optimal transport with cost cq(z) =
1
2 jzj2,
this problem is equivalent to proving strict convexity of the potential (see Caarelli [7]). For
the general case, Ma-Trudinger-Wang [27] have introduced condition (A:3) on the cost that
is sucient for regularity. The example by Loeper [25] shows that the weak form of (A:3) is
also necessary in the general case. Further references can be found in Trudinger-Wang [30],
[29], [31], Figalli-Loeper [18], Kim-McCann [26].
Note that (A:3) and its weak form are conditions on the cost that involve fourth order
derivatives but, in particular, they do not include the power cost 1p jzjp, p > 1. More precisely,
(A:3) is written as X
i;j;k;l;p;q;r;s
(cp;qcij;pcq;rs   cij;rs) cr;kcs;lijkl  c0jj2jj2
for all ;  2 Rn satisfying  ? , where ci;j(x; y) = Dijc(x; y), (ci;j) is the inverse matrix
of (ci;j) and c0 is a positive constant. Thus the so called \double mountain above sliding
mountain" property established in [26] is not true in our case and it is interesting to know
whether the local c-subdierential is still the same as the global c-subdierential which is
especially important in localizing our problem to understand the smoothness of u. As an
attempt at answering this nontrivial question, we explore the problem of strict convexity in
depth in order to obtain more rened information of the possible degeneracies and to describe
the geometry of optimal transportation. By comparing with the optimal transport problem
for the quadratic cost, we are able to show that the sections of u have good shapes and
hence their eccentricity is controlled. We then employ this to demonstrate that: for a given
subdomain, any local c-subdierential of u with respect to the subdomain at x is also a global
c-subdierential of u at x as long as the point x is suciently away from the boundary of
the subdomain. That is, the a priori lost information can only happen in a very small region
near the boundary of the subdomain. This indicates that although the restricted potential u
might no longer be an Alexandro weak solution of the equation (1.1) in the subdomain, it
should be close to such a solution of the equation. We quantify this kind of almost solutions
by introducing notions of Alexandro weak solutions and viscosity solutions in one region
relative to another region. Then we give a careful description of these very weak solutions,
so that the machinery for second order elliptic equations can be applied.
The next step is to show second derivative Holder estimates. In the case of quadratic cost,
they were obtained by Caarelli in [5], where, more generally, he showed W 2;p estimates;
also the Park City notes [11] contain a sketch of the C1;1 estimates. The recent note by
Gutierrez, Huang and Nguyen [23] thoroughly explores the ideas in Caarelli's work to give
a C2; estimate directly. These proofs consist in the understanding of the regularity of the
Monge-Ampere equation
g(x+rw) det  I +D2w = f(x): (1.4)
The purpose of this paper is to treat (1.1) as a perturbation of (1.4), that is small when
the distance  between 
 and 
0 is very big, or when p ! 2. The ideas rst appeared in
Caarelli's work [4] in the setting of fully nonlinear uniformly elliptic equations, (see also the
book [12]). However, some diculties arise in our work: rst of all we need to work with
almost solutions of (1.1) and estimate explicitly the closeness between them and solutions of
the Dirichlet problem for the standard Monge-Ampere equation. We overcome this obstacle
by proving a comparison principle which allows us to compare very weak solutions coming
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from two dierent equations. Second, estimates are usually given in terms of good Dirichlet
boundary data. To handle this, we localize the problem and work with sections, which is
doable thanks to our previous discussion on restriction and localization. Third, the estimates
deteriorate at the boundary of the sections; this deterioration will compensate with the fact
that the sections become more and more round, but it needs to be quantied explicitly.
Some related works to the present that have recently appeared are the following: asymp-
totic regularity of optimal transport on manifolds (Delanoe [15], Delanoe-Ge [16]), regularity
for Gaussian-to-Gaussian maps with near Euclidean cost (Warren [34]).
The paper is structured as follows: Section 2 is the basic set up for our problem, together
with a quick review on optimal transportation for convex costs, while Section 3 contains some
geometrical properties of our special cost that will be needed at a later time. Section 4 is
the starting point in the proof of the main theorem: a comparison to the optimal transport
problem for quadratic cost to get good control of the sections of u. Then, in Section 5 we give
an (almost) global c-subdierential result, and further explore the concepts of Alexandro
and viscosity solutions in a relative sense. Next, Section 6 deals with the comparison prin-
ciple for viscosity solutions, that allows to show that the potential u is close to a quadratic
polynomial locally. Finally, in the last Section 7 we put together all these results in order to
complete the proof of Theorem 1.1.
Acknowledgements. M.d.M. Gonzalez and T. Nguyen gratefully acknowledge the sup-
port provided by the Mathematical Sciences Research Institute at Berkeley and the Institute
for Advanced Study at Princeton where parts of this work were carried out. T. Nguyen also
would like to thank Neil Trudinger for fruitful discussions on regularity of optimal maps.
2 Set up
2.1 A review of convex costs
Here we review some standard background for equation (1.1) when the cost function c :
Rn ! [0;1) is strictly convex. The basic references for optimal transportation are the books
by Ambrosio-Gigli-Savare [1] and Villani ([32], or its most recent book [33]). In this case,
it is well known that the optimal transport map exists and is unique. This was studied
independently by Caarelli [9] and Gangbo-McCann [19] following the ideas introduced by
Brenier in [2] for the quadratic cost c(z) = 12 jzj2. To prove the existence of such map, they
considered the dual functional of Kantorovich
I(;  ) =  
Z


f(x)(x)dx 
Z

0
g(y) (y)dy (2.1)
for pairs (;  ) of Lipschitz functions in the set
K :=

(;  ) :  (x)   (y)  c(x  y) for all x 2 
; y 2 
0	 :
Now, it is possible to show that a maximizing pair (u; v) for the Kantorovich functional exists
and is unique up to a constant. Furthermore if we let
u(x) := x rc( ru);
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then this is the solution of the transport problem, where we have dened c, the Legendre
transform of c, as
c(y) = sup
x2Rn
fhx; yi   c(x)g :
The function u : 
 ! R is known as the potential, and from the proof we obtain a
representation of the form
u(x) = sup
y2
0
f c(x  y)  v(y)g :
This potential u is locally Lipschitz and satises a second order fully non-linear PDE of
Monge-Ampere type:
M [u] = f in 
; (2.2)
where
M [u] := g(x rc( ru)) det  I +D2c( ru)D2u :
Equation (2.2) can be understood in the a.e. sense (where the gradient is an L1 func-
tion), in the sense of Alexandro, or in the viscosity setting. The book of Gutierrez [22] gives
a good introduction to these concepts in the quadratic case. Let us give here the necessary
denitions for general strictly convex cost function (cf. Gutierrez-Nguyen [24]).
Let u be a function on 
. We dene the (global) c-subdierential of u at x0 by
@cu(x0) := fy 2 Rn : u(x)  u(x0)  c(x  y) + c(x0   y) for all x 2 
g (2.3)
and the (local) c-subdierential of u at x0 as
@locc u(x0) := fp 2 Rn : u(x)  u(x0)  c(x  p) + c(x0   p) in some neighborhood of x0g :
(2.4)
For each u 2 C(
) satisfying @cu(
)  
0, the generalized Monge-Ampere measure of u
associated to the cost function c and the weight g is the Borel measure dened by
wc(g; u)(E) =
Z
@cu(E)
g(y)dy for all Borel sets E  
:
If, in addition u 2 C2(
) and c 2 C2(Rn), then we can give an alternate representation
wc(g; u)(E) =
Z
E\ u
g(x rc( ru)) det  I +D2c( ru)D2u dx (2.5)
for  u = fx 2 
 : @cu(x) 6= ;g.
On the other hand, a function u : 
 ! R [ f+1g is called c-convex in 
 if there exists
A  Rn  R such that
u(x) = sup
(y;a)2A
f c(x  y) + ag
for all x 2 
.
With these two ingredients in mind, we say that a c-convex function u 2 C(
) is a solution
of equation (2.2) in the sense of Alexandro if @cu(
)  
0 and wc(g; u)(E) =
R
E f for every
Borel set E  
. It can be shown that a c-convex function u with @cu(
)  
0 is a solution
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in the sense of Alexandro if and only if it satises (2.2) a.e. in 
 and wc(g; u) is absolutely
continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure.
However, one of the main diculties in this problem is that the restriction to a subdomain
of an Alexandro solution may not be an Alexandro solution any longer which makes it
extremely dicult to study regularity of such solutions. This is so because the global c-
subdierential (2.3) may not agree with the local one (2.4).
We need one more concept (see Ma-Trudinger-Wang [27]): a set E0  Rn is c-convex
relative to a set E  Rn if for each x 2 E, the image frxc(x  y) : y 2 E0g is convex. They
proved that if u is a generalized solution of (2.2) in the L1 sense, f > 0 in 
, and 
0 is
c-convex relative to 
, then u is also a solution in the sense of Alexandro.
2.2 \Almost" quadratic costs
In the following, we set up the proof for the rst statement of Theorem 1.1. Let 
 be a
bounded domain. We will assume that 
0 = a+
 with 
 is a bounded domain and a is
a unit vector. Thus, 
0 is nothing but 
 translated by a distance  > 0 in the direction of
the vector a. We will rewrite the transport equation when   0 for 0 big enough in the
following proposition, which plays a key role in our approach. Before stating and proving the
result, we need to introduce some notations. As the matrix I+(p 2)a
a is symmetric and
positive denite, there is an invertible matrix A such that I + (p   2)a 
 a = ATA. Also if
E is a subset in Rn, we shall use A(E) to denote the set fAx : x 2 Eg.
Proposition 2.1. There exists 0 > 0 depending only on diam(
 [ 
) such that for all
  0, we have: T (x) is the optimal map for the transport problem between (
; f) and
(a+
; g) with cost c(z) = 1p jzjp if and only if ~T (x) := A[T (A 1x)   a] is the optimal
map for the transport problem between (A(
); ~f) and (A(
); ~g) for the convex cost
c(z) =
1
2 jzj2 +
1

E(z); (2.6)
where the term E is a smooth function satisfying the following
E(z) = O

jzj3

; rE(z) = O

jzj2

; D2E(z) = O (jzj) ;
E(Ax Ay) = 3
n
1
p ja  x y jp   1p + ha; x y i   12 jAx Ay j2
o
8x 2 
; 8y 2 
:
(2.7)
Here we have set ~f(x) = f(A 1x) and ~g(y) = g(a+A 1y).
Proof. We rst observe that a Borel map y : 
  ! a+
 satises y#fdx = gdx if and only
if ~y : A(
)  ! A(
) satises ~y# ~fdx = ~gdx, where ~y(x) := A[y(A 1x)  a]. Moreover, by
the denition of ~f , we haveZ


1
p
jx  y(x)jp f(x)dx =
Z


1
p
x  a A 1~y(Ax)p ~f(Ax)dx
=
p 2
detA
Z
A(
)
2
p
a  A 1(x  ~y(x))
p ~f(x)dx: (2.8)
We now want to expand the integrand in the above integral. Note that
A 1(x  ~y(x)) 
c := diam(
 [ 
) and hence
A 1(x ~y(x))   c << 1 for  big enough. Let w = A 1(x ~y(x))
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and consider the Taylor expansion of
h(w) =
1
p
ja  wjp
around the origin:
h(w) = 1p   ha; wi+ 12h[I + (p  2)a
 a]w;wi+ F (w) = 1p   ha; wi+ 12hATAw;wi+ F (w);
where F (w) = O(jwj3). Dene
c(z) :=
1
2 jzj2 + 1E(z)
with E(z) = 3F (A
 1z
 ). Then it follows from the above expansion that
2
p
a  A 1(x  ~y(x))
p = 2hA 1(x  ~y(x))

= 
2
p   ha; A 1xi+ ha; A 1~y(x)i
+ 12 jx  ~y(x)j2 + 2F

A 1(x  ~y(x))


= 
2
p   ha; A 1xi+ ha; A 1~y(x)i+ c(x  ~y(x)):
Plug this into (2.8) and by using the fact ~y# ~fdx = ~gdx, we obtainZ


1
p
jx  y(x)jp f(x)dx = 
p 2
detA
(Z
A(
)

2
p   ha; A 1xi

~f(x)dx
+
Z
A(
)
ha; A 1~y(x)i ~f(x)dx+
Z
A(
)
c(x  ~y(x)) ~f(x)dx
)
= p 1
Z




p   ha; xi

f(x)dx 
Z
a+

(  ha; yi) g(y)dy

+
p 2
detA
(Z
A(
)
c(x  ~y(x)) ~f(x)dx
)
:
Since the rst term in the last expression is independent of y(x) and ~y(x), the proposition is
proved. Notice that the last identity in (2.7) follows from the above denition of E and the
fact that F (w) = h(w)  1p + ha; wi   12 jAwj2.
Remark. By Proposition 2.1, it is enough to prove regularity for the potential u in the
optimal transportation problem between A(
) and A(
) with respect to the convex cost
function
c(z) = 12 jzj2 +
1

E(z);
where E is a smooth function satisfying (2.7).
Lemma 2.2. Let 0 be as in Proposition 2.1. Then for all   0 we have: 
0 is c-convex
with respect to 
 if and only if A(
) is c-convex with respect to A(
).
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Proof. Let x 2 
, and consider the set
Ex := frxc(x  y) : y 2 
0g = frxc(x  a  y) : y 2 
g:
From the proof of Proposition 2.1, we know that
c(x  a  y) = pp   p 1ha; x  yi+ 
p 2
2 hATA(x  y); x  yi+ pF
 x y


:
Therefore we obtain
Ex =  p 1a+ p 2AT
 
A(x  y) + (AT ) 1rF (x y ) : y 2 

	
:
On the other hand, if we let z = Ax and consider the set
KAx = Kz := frzc(z   w) : w 2 A(
)g;
then since c(z) =
1
2 jzj2 + 2F (A
 1z
 ), we have
KAx =

z   w + (A 1)TrF

A 1(z   w)


: w 2 A(
)

=

A(x  y) + (AT ) 1rF  x y  : y 2 
	 :
It follows that
Ex =  p 1a+ p 2AT (KAx) ;
and hence the set Ex is convex if and only if the set KAx is convex.
We will also need:
Lemma 2.3. The potential u in the optimal transportation problem of Theorem 1.1 is a weak
solution in the Alexandro sense, for  big enough depending on the convexity of 
0 and p.
Moreover, @locc u(
)  
0.
Proof. Since 
0 is strongly convex by the assumption, so is 
. Let ~ be a C2 dening function
for 
 such that (1.2) holds. Then (x) := ~(A 1x) is a dening function for A(
) satisfying
hD2(x); i = hD2~(A 1x)A 1; A 1i
 ChA 1; A 1i = Ch(A 1)tA 1; i  cpjj2
for all x 2 @A(
) and all  2 Rn. Thus A(
) is also a strongly convex domain. Next
we claim that A(
) is c-convex with respect to A(
) for  big enough (depending on
the convexity of 
0 and p). Indeed, rc(x   y) = x   y + 1O(jx  yj2) so the image
frxc(x  y) : y 2 A(
)g is the same as x Ux with Ux := fy  1O(jx  yj2) : y 2 A(
)g.
Let F (z) be the inverse of the map y 7 ! y  1O(jx  yj2). Then (z) := (F (z)) is a dening
function for Ux. Since F (z) = z+
1
O(jx  zj2), DF (z) = I + 1O(jx  zj), D2Fk(z) = 1O(1)
and
hD2(z); i = hD2(F (z))DF (z);DF (z)i+
nX
k=1
@
@yk
(F (z))hD2Fk(z); i;
we infer that for all  > 0 suciently large
hD2(z); i  cphDF (z)tDF (z); i   C

jj2 

cp
2
  C


jj2  0 8z 2 @Ux; 8 2 Rn:
Therefore the connected set Ux is convex and the claim is proved. Consequently, 

0 is c-
convex with respect to 
 by Lemma 2.2. It then follows from [27] that @locc u(
)  
0 and u
is an Alexandro solution.
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Let us summarize our problem: u 2 C(
) is a weak solution in the sense of Alexandro
of the equation
g(x rc( ru)) det  I +D2c( ru)D2u = f in 
;
@cu(
) = 

0; (2.9)
for the cost c = c, when  is big enough. This PDE has a very precise structure. Indeed,
consider the operator
M[u] = g(x rc( ru)) det
 
I +D2c( ru)D2u :
Because of the expression for the cost (2.6), it can be rewritten as
M[u] = g(x+ru+G(ru)) det
 
I +D2u+H(ru)(D2u) ; (2.10)
where G and H in particular satisfy
kH(ru)kL1 
C

krukL1(
) ; kG(ru)kL1 
C

kruk2L1(
) : (2.11)
We will need one more important concept for a c-convex function u 2 C(
): the notion
of sections. Let y0 2 @cu(
). Dene u(x) := u(x) + c(x  y0) and let x0 2 
 be a minimum
point of u in 
. We note that this choice of x0 is equivalent to assuming that y0 2 @cu(x0)
since
u(x) + c(x  y0)  u(x0) + c(x0   y0) for all x 2 
:
In particular, if u is dierentiable at x0 then y0 := x0 rc( ru(x0)). For any  > 0 dene
the -section of u at x0 as
S(u; x0; y0) := fx 2 
 : u(x)  u(x0)  c(x  y0) + c(x0   y0) + g : (2.12)
In order to simplify the notation, we simply write S(u; x0) for the section, while the depen-
dence on y0 is made implicitly. With some abuse of notation, this section can be rewritten
as
S(u; x0) = fx 2 
 : u(x)  u(x0) + g : (2.13)
We would like to study its geometrical properties when ! 0.
In our last remark here, we provide the main idea for the proof of the second statement of
Theorem 1.1. When p > 2, p! 2, we have the following estimates for the cost c(z) = 1p jzjp.
For simplicity, assume that 1 < dist(
;
0) < C. Then
1
p jzj2  c(z)  1p jzj2
h
1 + (p  2) (log jzj)p 1
i
;
2
pzi  ric(z)  2pzi
h
1 + (p  2) (log jzj)p 1
i
and
2
pij + (p  2)
h
jzjp 4 zizj
i
 D2ijc(z)  2pij + (p  2)
h
ij (log jzj)p 1 + jzjp 4 zizj
i
:
In particular, there exists p0 > 2, close to 2, and depending only on the distance between 

and 
0, such that we are in the same situation as in the rst statement of Theorem 1.1.
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3 On the geometry of the equation
In this section we summarize some miscellaneous geometric properties that will be needed for
the proof of the main theorem, in particular, a precise understanding of the almost convexity
of the cost.
3.1 Geometric interpretation of the cost c - almost convexity
Let u 2 C(
) be a c-convex function in 
. Fix x0 2 
 and y0 2 @cu(x0). Then
u(x)   c(x  y0) + c(x0   y0) + u(x0) for all x 2 
: (3.1)
If c = cq is precisely the quadratic cost, then (3.1) reduces to
u(x)   12 jxj2 + hx  x0; y0i+ 12 jx0j2 + u(x0) for all x 2 
; (3.2)
i.e, u(x) := u(x) + 12 jxj2 is a convex function. If c = c as dened in (2.6), then (3.1) reads
u(x)   1
2
jxj2 + hx  x0; p0i   1
2
hD2E(   y0)(x  x0); x  x0i+ 1
2
jx0j2 + u(x0); (3.3)
where  belongs to the segment [x; x0] and p0 := y0  1rE(x0  y0). Essentially, it is almost
quadratic as in (3.2) plus a small perturbation that goes to zero as !1.
Next, we x x0 2 
, y0 2 @cu(x0). Take any other pair ~x 2 
, ~y 2 @cu(~x). Then there is
a supporting cost that touches u from below at ~x, and it is written as
z = u(~x)  c(x  ~y) + c(~x  ~y):
Now we let
u(x) := u(x) + c(x  y0): (3.4)
The supporting cost at ~x for u is given by
z = u(~x)  c(x  ~y) + c(~x  ~y)  c(~x  y0) + c(x  y0)
= u(~x) + h~p; x  ~xi+ h ~Q(x  ~x); x  ~xi (3.5)
where ~p := rc(~x y0) rc(~x  ~y) and ~Q = 12

D2c(   y0) D2c(   ~y)

for some  2 [x; ~x].
Since our cost is of the form c(z) = 12 jzj2 + 1E(z), an estimate for ~Q is
k ~Qk = 1
2
D2E(   y0) D2E(   ~y)  C

j~y   y0j : (3.6)
On the other hand, by its construction
~p = rc(~x  y0) rc(~x  ~y) = ~y   y0 + 1

[rE(~x  y0) rE(~x  ~y)] ;
i.e.,
~p = (~y   y0)
 
1 +O
 
C


; (3.7)
where the constants in both (3.6) and (3.7) depend on C = C(y0; ~y).
If the cost is quadratic, then Q  0, and the supporting cost for u is just a hyperplane;
this is the standard construction for convex functions. We have proved that:
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Lemma 3.1. Let u 2 C(
) be c-convex and y0 2 @cu(x0) for some x0 2 
. Then the function
u dened by (3.4) is almost a convex function, precisely, at any point ~x 2 
, there exists (at
least) one supporting almost-hyperplane of the form
z = u(~x) + h~p; x  ~xi+ h ~Q(x  ~x); x  ~xi;
where ~p and ~Q are given by (3.7) and (3.6), respectively.
In the light of the previous arguments, it is expected that a section S of u, as dened in
(2.12), is not going to be too far from its convex hull. We will use the notation [S] for the
convex hull of a set S.
Proposition 3.2. Fix the cost c = c. Suppose that u 2 C(
) is c-convex satisfying @cu(
) 

0. Let x1 2 
, y1 2 @cu(x1),  > 0, and consider the section S := S(u; x1; y1) as dened
in (2.12). Assume that S b 
. Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that
dist (x; @[S])  C

for all x 2 @S: (3.8)
The constant C depends on @cu(
), but not on .
Proof. Let x0 2 @S  
, and y0 2 @cu(x0). Then we have for all x in 
,
u(x)  u(x0)  c(x  y0) + c(x0   y0)
= u(x1)  c(x0   y1) + c(x1   y1) +   c(x  y0) + c(x0   y0):
Thus it follows from the denition of S that for all x 2 S,
0  c(x  y1)  c(x0   y1) + c(x0   y0)  c(x  y0)
= hrc(x0   y1) rc(x0   y0); x  x0i+ 12h[D2c(   y1) D2c(   y0)](x  x0); x  x0i
for some  in the segment joining x to x0. Or
0  hp; x  x0i+ 12hQ(x  x0); x  x0i for all x 2 S;
where p = rc(x0   y1) rc(x0   y0) and Q = D2c(   y1) D2c(   y0). Since our cost is
of the form c(z) = 12 jzj2 + 1E(z), an estimate for Q is
kQk = 1

D2E(   y1) D2E(   y0)  C

jy0   y1j :
Therefore, S is the intersection of almost-halfplanes,
0  hp; x  x0i+ 12hQ(x  x0); x  x0i:
The section S would be convex if Q  0 for all x0 2 @S. In our case, these supporting func-
tions are planes plus a small quadratic perturbation; we would like to measure the distance
of how far is S from [S]. If S is not convex, for x0 2 @S, we can nd x 2 S such that x is
outside the half plane
Hx0 : 0  h
p
jpj ; x  x0i:
Then if we let d = dist(x;Hx0) then d = h pjpj ; x  x0i > 0. We also have
hp; x  x0i   12hQ(x  x0); x  x0i:
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Hence by using the estimate of Q,
d  C

jy0   y1j
jpj jx  x0j
2  C

jy0   y1j
jpj :
On the other hand, by its construction
p = rc(x0   y1) rc(x0   y0) = y0   y1 + 1

[rE(x0   y1) rE(x0   y0)] :
Thus, (1   C ) jy0   y1j  jpj  (1 + C ) jy0   y1j and by combining with the above estimate
we obtain d  C . We have in fact shown for each x0 2 @S,
dist(x;Hx0) 
C

for all x 2 S:
It follows immediately from this that
dist (x0; @[S])  C

:
3.2 On the local c-subdierential
In Lemma 3.1 we have given a characterization of the global c-subdierentials of u. It is well
known that this concept may be dierent from the local c-subdierential, and this is one of
the main diculties in the study of the regularity for optimal transportation. More precisely,
the restriction of an Alexandro solution of the transport problem to a smaller domain may
not be an Alexandro solution any longer because extra mass may appear (global6=local). We
give here the rst attempt to understand the behavior of the subdierential under restriction
to a smaller domain. In particular, we show that the characterization of Lemma 3.1 on
\almost"-convexity is still true for (local) c-subgradients.
We have dened in Section 2 the (global) c-subdierential of u at ~x by
@cu(~x) := f~y 2 Rn : u(x)  u(~x)  c(x  ~y) + c(~x  ~y) for all x 2 
g
and the (local) c-subdierential of u at ~x as
@locc u(~x) := fp 2 Rn : u(x)  u(~x)  c(x  p) + c(~x  p) in some neighborhood of ~xg :
More generally for an open set V  
 and ~x 2 V , we write
@c(u; V )(~x) := fq 2 Rn : u(x)  u(~x)  c(x  q) + c(~x  q) for all x 2 V g :
It is clear that @locc u(~x)  @cu(~x), but in general they are not equal.
We will also need to work with the following set of subgradients and c-subgradients. For
~x 2 
, dene
@ u(~x) := fp 2 Rn : u(x)  u(~x) + hp; x  ~xi+ o(jx  ~xj) for x near ~xg ;
@ c u(~x) := f~y 2 Rn : u(x)  u(~x)  c(x  ~y) + c(~x  ~y) + o(jx  ~xj) for x near ~xg :
It follows that
@ u(~x) =  rc  ~x  @ c u(~x) : (3.9)
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The above mappings can be extended to boundary points as follows. Let ~x 2 @
, we denote
@ u(~x) := fp 2 Rn : p = limk!1 pkg, where pk 2 @ u(xk) and fxkg is a sequence of interior
points of 
 converging to ~x, and let @ c u(~x) be given by (3.9).
First we present two well known lemmas that relate the c-subdierentials of two functions:
Lemma 3.3. Let u; v 2 C(
) and E  
 be an open set such that(
u = v on @E;
u  v in E:
Then @c(u;E)(E)  @c(v;E)(E). Consequently, @cu(E)  @locc v(E).
Proof. This result can be found in [24, Lemma 5.1] but we include the proof here for conve-
nience. Let p 2 @c(u;E)(E). Then there exists x0 2 E such that u(x)  u(x0)   c(x  p) +
c(x0   p) for all x 2 E. Let
a := sup
x2E
fu(x0)  c(x  p) + c(x0   p)  v(x)g :
Since u(x0)  v(x0), we get a  0. Also there is x1 2 E such that a = u(x0)   c(x1   p) +
c(x0   p)  v(x1). Thus v(x)  v(x1)  c(x  p) + c(x1   p) for all x 2 E. Then two things
can happen:
If a > 0, then since u(x1)  a+v(x1) we must have x1 62 @E and hence, p 2 @c(v;E)(x1) 
@c(v;E)(E). On the other hand if a = 0, then we already have that v(x)  v(x0)   c(x  
p) + c(x0   p) in E which in turn gives p 2 @c(v;E)(x0)  @c(v;E)(E).
For the rest of the paper, N(E) will denote the -neighborhood of the set E, i.e.,
N(E) := fx 2 Rn : dist(x;E)  g:
Lemma 3.4. Let u; v 2 C(BR(x)) and suppose that u is c-convex and v is cq-convex. There
exists a universal constant C > 0 such that if ku  vkL1(BR(x))  , then
@cu(BR  

(x))  N 
4+C

 @cqv(BR(x))	 for all  > R: (3.10)
Consequently,
@locc u(BR   (x))  N 4+C

 [@cqv(BR(x))]	 ; (3.11)
where [@cqv(BR(x))] is the convex hull of @cqv(BR(x)).
Proof. We note that a version of this result for quadratic cost appears in [11] (Lemma 2 of
part 4). Let p 2 @cu(BR  

(x)), then there exists x0 2 BR  

(x) such that
u(x)  u(x0)  c(x  p) + c(x0   p) for all x 2 BR := BR(x):
Consider v(x) := v(x) + + 2R (jx  xj2  R2), then vj@BR  u and vjBR  

(x)  u. Dene
a := sup
x2 BR
fu(x0)  c(x  p) + c(x0   p)  v(x)g :
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Since u(x0)  v(x0), we get a  0. On the other hand, there exists x1 2 BR such that
a = u(x0) c(x1 p)+c(x0 p) v(x1), and thus v(x)  v(x1) c(x p)+c(x1 p) for all
x 2 BR. Moreover, u(x1)  u(x0) c(x1 p)+c(x0 p) = v(x1)+a. Therefore, if a > 0, then
x1 does not belong to the boundary of BR, and we conclude p 2 @cv(x1)  @cv(BR). If, on
the contrary, a = 0, then v(x)  v(x0) c(x p)+c(x0 p) for all x 2 BR, so automatically
p 2 @cv(x0)  @cv(BR). Thus we have shown that @cu(BR  

(x))  @cv(BR).
Next suppose y 2 @cv(x0), x0 2 BR. Then by (3.9), y = x0 rc(x0 p) for some p 2
@ v(x0). Dene p := p  4R (x0  x) and we claim that x0+p 2 @v(x0), where v := v+ 12 jxj2
is a convex function and @v(x0) := fq : v(x)  v(x0) + hq; x  x0i 8x 2 BRg. To see this, let
us write p =
PN
i=1 tip

i where p

i are extremal points of @
 v(x0) and 0  ti  1 satisfyingPN
i=1 ti = 1. For each i, by a result in [7] we can nd a sequence fxkg of dierentiable
points of v such that xk ! x0 and pi = limk!1rv(xk) = limk!1rv(xk) + 4R (x0   x).
This yields x0 + p

i   4R (x0   x) = limk!1rv(xk) 2 @v(x0) for each i. We then obtain the
claim since x0 + p =
PN
i=1 ti

x0 + p

i   4R (x0   x)

and @v(x0) is a convex set. Observe that
y = x0+ p+ 1rE(x0  y) by the denitions of p and c. The relation (3.10) now follows
from the claim, the fact @v(x0) = @cqv(x0) and
jy   [x0 + p]j =
x0 + p + 1

rE(x0   y) 

x0 + p
   4
R
(x0   x)
  4 + C

:
Too see (3.11), let y 2 @locc u(x) for x 2 BR   (x). Then there exists p 2 @ u(x) such that
y = x rc( p). We write p =PNi=1 tipi as a nite convex combination of extremal points
pi of @
 u(x0). Since u is c-convex, yi := x rc( pi) 2 @cu(x) for all i which implies that
NX
i=1
tiyi 2 N 4+C

 [@cqv(BR(x))]	
by (3.10). This yields (3.11) because
y   NX
i=1
tiyi
 = x+ p+ 1

rE(x  y) 
NX
i=1
ti

x+ pi +
1

rE(x  yi)
  C

:
Next, we present a characterization of subgradients. Although the so called \double
mountain above sliding mountain" lemma is not true anymore without assuming the (A:3w)
condition, we still have a useful characterization using the asymptotic behavior of the cost
c := c, that generalizes Lemma 3.1.
Proposition 3.5. Suppose that u 2 C(
) is a c-convex function in 
. Then for ~x 2 
,
~p 2 @ u(~x), we have
u(x) + 12 jxj2  u(~x) + 12 j~xj2 + h~p+ ~x; ~xi+
1

O(jx  ~xj2) for all x 2 
:
Consequently if ~y 2 @ c u(~x) with ~x 2 
, then
u(x)  u(~x)  c(x  ~y) + c(~x  ~y) + 1

O(jx  ~xj2) for all x 2 
:
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Proof. First assume that ~x 2 
. By construction, @ u(~x) is a closed convex set and hence we
can write ~p as a convex combination of nite extremal points, that is, ~p =
PN
i=1 tiqi, where
ti  0,
PN
i=1 ti = 1 and qi are extremal points in @
 u(~x).
For each i, let yi 2 Rn be such that qi =  rc(~x  yi). Since qi = limm!1ru(zm) for a
sequence zm ! ~x which are points of dierentiability of u, it follows that yi 2 @cu(~x). Then,
for each yi, using the fact c(z) =
1
2 jzj2 + 1E(z) given by (2.6), we have that
u(x) + 12 jxj2  u(~x) + 12 j~xj2 + hyi; x  ~xi+
1

[E(~x  yi)  E(x  yi)] for all x 2 
;
and consequently, as yi = qi + ~x+
1
rE(~x  yi) by our choice of yi,
u(x) + 12 jxj2
 u(~x) + 12 j~xj2 + hqi + ~x; x  ~xi  
1

h
E(x  yi)  E(~x  yi)  hrE(~x  yi); x  ~xi
i
= u(~x) + 12 j~xj2 + hqi + ~x; x  ~xi+
1

O(jx  ~xj2) for all x 2 
:
Therefore if we take the convex combination with respect to i, we obtain
u(x) + 12 jxj2  u(~x) + 12 j~xj2 + h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi+
1

O(jx  ~xj2) for all x 2 
: (3.12)
Now assume that ~x 2 @
. Then by the denition of subdierential at boundary points,
we have ~p = limk!1 pk where pk 2 @ u(xk) and fxkg is a sequence of interior points of 

converging to ~x. The above proof shows that (3.12) holds if ~x and ~p are replaced by xk and
pk, and therefore by letting k tend to innity we see that (3.12) is still true when ~x 2 @
.
Thus the rst statement of the lemma follows.
To prove the second statement, let ~p :=  rc(~x   ~y). Then we obtain (3.12) since ~p 2
@ u(~x) by the assumption ~y 2 @ c u(~x). It follows from (3.12) and by a similar argument to
the one used above that
u(x)  u(~x)  c(x  ~y) + c(~x  ~y) + 1

O(jx  ~xj2) for all x 2 
:
3.3 An Alexandro type estimate
Although it is not needed in the proof of our main result, we believe that it would be
interesting to include here an Alexandro type estimate for the cost original c(x) = 1p jxjp
analogous to the one in Monge-Ampere setting [22, Theorem 1.4.2].
Proposition 3.6. Suppose c(x) = 1p jxjp, 1 < p < 2 + 1n 1 . Let 
  Rn be a bounded open
convex set and u 2 C(
) be a c-convex function on 
 satisfying u  0 on @
. We have:
(i) If 1 < p  2 then
u(x)   C(n; p)

diam(
)
n (p 1)
p 1 dist(x; @
) j@cu(
)j
 p 1
n
8x 2 
:
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(ii) If 2  p < 2 + 1n 1 then
u(x)   C(n; p)

diam(
)n 1 dist(x; @
)
(p 1) n(p 2)
p 1 j@cu(
)j
 p 1
n
8x 2 
;
where C(n; p) is a constant depending only on the dimension n and p.
Proof. Let x0 2 
 be such that u(x0) < 0. In order to prove the theorem we rst dene a
c-convex function, whose graph is the upside-down c-cone surface with vertex at (x0; u(x0)),
as follows
w(x) = sup
v2F
v(x) 8x 2 
;
where
F =
n
v 2 C(
) : v is c-convex, v(x0)  u(x0) and vj@
  uj@

o
:
Then since u 2 F we have w  u on 
, w(x0) = u(x0), w is c-convex on 
 and wj@
 = uj@
.
We now claim that w 2 C(
). Indeed, since 
 is convex it is q-regular with q is the conjugate
of p. Hence, there exists h 2W 1;q(
) \ C(
) weak solution to the q-Laplacian
 div  jrh(x)jq 2rh(x)+ n = 0 in 
, and h =  u on @
:
Notice that div
 jrh(x)jq 2rh(x) = div (rc (rh(x))) : For each f(x) =  c(x y)  2 F ,
we have  f(x)   u(x) on @
, and  div (rc ( rf(x)))+n = 0. Hence by the comparison
principle for the q-Laplacian we get that  f  h in 
, and therefore
w(x) = sup
v2F
v(x)   h(x) for all x 2 
.
Thus we obtain u  w   h in 
 and hence the claim follows since u; h 2 C(
), uj@
 =
 hj@
 and w is c-convex on 
.
From the above claim and by Lemma 3.3, we have
@cu(
)  @cw(
)  @cw(x0)
= fy : u(x0)  c(x  y) + c(x0   y)  u(x) 8x 2 @
g
 fy : u(x0)  c(x  y) + c(x0   y)  0 8x 2 @
g
 fy : u(x0) + hrc(x0   y); x0   xi  0 8x 2 @
g =: E:
Let x 2 @
 be the point such that jx   x0j = dist(x0; @
). Dene G(z) := x0   rc( z)
and
z0 :=
 u(x0)
dist(x0; @
)
x   x0
jx   x0j :
Then, we claim that
1. G

B

0;  u(x0)diam(
)

 E:
2. G(z0) 2 E:
3. If G(z1); G(z2) 2 E, then G(tz1 + (1  t)z2) 2 E for all t 2 [0; 1].
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The rst and the third claims can be checked readily. To obtain the second claim, we need
to use the fact that
hx   x0; x  x0i  jx   x0j2 8x 2 @
;
which follows from the convexity of 
.
Let H be the convex hull in Rn of the point z0 and the ball B

0;  u(x0)diam(
)

. From these
three claims we can conclude that G(H)  E, and thus,
j@cu(
)j  jEj  jG(H)j =
Z
H
detD2c( y)dy = (q   1)
Z
H
jyjn(q 2) dy:
The last integral above was computed in Gutierrez-Nguyen [24] (equations (67) and (68)),
and the proposition follows from these estimates.
4 Initial step
This is the rst ingredient in the proof of Theorem 1.1. Let u 2 C(
) be a solution of the
optimal transport problem between 
 and 
0
M[u] = f in 
;
@cu(
) = 

0; (4.1)
where M is dened in (2.10) and satises (2.11), with the hypothesis stated in the main
theorem.
The main idea is to compare the solution u of the optimal transport equation (2.9) to w,
where w is the solution of the optimal transport problem between 
 and 
0 with quadratic
cost cq(z) =
1
2 jzj2, and 
0 convex. Note that w is unique up to an additive constant, strictly
convex and smooth (see the article by Caarelli [7], further regularity is contained in [8],
[10]). The equation satised by w is the following
g (x+rw) det  I +D2w = f in 
;
@cqw(
) = 

0: (4.2)
4.1 An approximation result
In this subsection we prove an comparison result between the solution u of (4.1) to the
solution w of (4.2):
Proposition 4.1. For any 0 > 0, there exists 0 > 0 depending only on 0, n, 1, 2,

 and 
0 such that if   0, f and g satisfy (1.3), w 2 C(
) is a solution of (4.2) and
u 2 C(
) is a solution of the transport equation (4.1) with u(x0) = w(x0) for some x0 2 
,
then we have
ku  wkL1(
)  0:
The proof of this proposition is a simple consequence of the following strengthened result
where the constant 0 is independent of the domains 
 and 

0, as long as they lie between
two universal balls.
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Proposition 4.2. Let 
 and 
0 be two closed subsets of Rn satisfying B1(0)  
  Bn(0)
and B1(0)  
0  Bn(0). Let f and g satisfy (1.3).
For any 0 > 0, there exists 0 > 0 depending only on 0, n, 1 and 2 such that if
  0, w 2 C(
) is a solution of (4.2) and u 2 C(
) is a solution of the transport equation
(4.1) with u(x0) = w(x0) for some x0 2 
, then we have
ku  wkL1(B1(0))  0: (4.3)
Proof. By contradiction, assume that there exist some 0, fkg  R, f
kg, f
0kg, ffkg,
fgkg, fwkg, fukg and fxkg with xk 2 
k such that k ! 1, B1(0)  
k  Bn(0) closed,
B1(0)  
0k  Bn(0) closed, fk and gk satisfy (1.3) on its domains 
k and 
0k, wk 2 C(
k) is
a solution of 
gk (x+rwk) det
 
I +D2wk

= fk in 
k;
@cqwk(
k) = 

0
k;
and uk 2 C(
k) is a solution of
gk (x rc( ruk)) det
 
I +D2ck( ruk)D2uk

= fk in 
k;
@ckuk(
k) = 

0
k;
where ck = ck , uk(xk) = wk(xk) and
kuk   wkkL1(B1(0))  0 for all k  1: (4.4)
By selecting a subsequence, we know from [28, Theorem 1.8.4] that f
kg converges to 

and f
0kg converges to 
0 in the Hausdor distance topology. Moreover, 
 and 
0 are closed
sets satisfying B1(0)  
  Bn(0) and B1(0)  
0  Bn(0). It also follows that xk ! x for
some x 2 
.
Note that kuk   wkkL1(B1(0)) = k[uk   uk(xk)]  [wk   wk(xk)]kL1(B1(0)). By replacing
uk and wk by uk   uk(xk) and wk   wk(xk) respectively, we can assume in addition that
uk(xk) = wk(xk) = 0. Next for convenience, we extend uk as a ck-convex function on Bn(0).
Let us describe precisely this natural extension. Dene the Kantorovich functional as in (2.1),
Ik(;  ) :=  
Z

k
fk(x)(x)dx 
Z

0k
gk(y) (y)dy;
on the set
Kck :=

(;  ) 2 Lip(
k) Lip(
0k) :  (x)   (y)  ck(x  y) for all x 2 
k; y 2 
0k
	
:
Let vk be the ck-transform of uk, that is,
vk(y) := sup
x2
k
f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g for y 2 Rn: (4.5)
We know that (uk; vk) is a maximizer of the functional Ik(;  ) over Kck , and furthermore
uk(x) = sup
y2
0k
f ck(x  y)  vk(y)g for all x 2 
k:
Now let us extend uk by dening
uk(x) := sup
y2Bn(0)
f ck(x  y)  vk(y)g for x 2 Bn(0)  
k: (4.6)
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Since 
0k  Bn(0), it is clear that uk(x)  uk(x) for all x 2 
k. On the other hand,
supy2Bn(0) f ck(x  y)  vk(y)g  uk(x) for x 2 
k by (4.5). Thus, ukj
k  uk. In particu-
lar, we have
sup
x2Bn(0)
f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g  sup
x2
k
f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g
= sup
x2
k
f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g = vk(y):
Also, for y 2 Bn(0), it follows from the denition of uk in (4.6) that uk(x)   ck(x y) vk(y)
for all x 2 Bn(0) giving vk(y)  supx2Bn(0) f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g. Hence we obtain
vk(y) = sup
x2Bn(0)
f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g 8y 2 Bn(0):
From now on, we identify uk with its extension u

k given by (4.6). Likewise, we also identify
the function wk with its extension on Bn(0). Let us check that fukg is equicontinuous on
Bn(0): x x1; x2 2 Bn(0). By the extension of uk, there exists yk 2 @ckuk(x2) such that
yk 2 Bn(0). Then by denition,
uk(x)  uk(y)   ck(x  yk) + ck(y   yk):
Because kykk  n, we get
jck(x1   yk)  ck(x2   yk)j  C jx1   x2j
for some constant C independent of k. Thus uk(x1)  uk(x2)   Cjx1   x2j. It then follows
by interchanging x1 and x2 that
juk(x1)  uk(x2)j  C jx1   x2j ;
and we have proved that fukg is equicontinuous on Bn(0). Moreover fukg is uniformly
bounded, because we have just seen that juk(x)j = juk(x) uk(xk)j  Cjx xkj  C. There-
fore by Arzela-Ascoli theorem, we have that a subsequence, still denoted by uk, converges
uniformly on Bn(0) to some u1 2 C(Bn(0)). Similarly, there exists a subsequence fwkg
converging uniformly on Bn(0) to some w1 2 C(Bn(0)). These yield u1(x) = w1(x) for
some x as a consequence.
Notice that fk and gk can be viewed as functions dened on Bn(0) by extending them
to be zero outside 
k and 

0
k respectively. Then by extracting subsequences, we can assume
that fk

* f weakly in L1(Bn(0)) and gk

* g weakly in L1(Bn(0)). Let k := fk(x)dx,
 := f(x)dx, k := gk(y)dy and  := g(y)dy.
Claim 1: B1(0)  supp  
 and B1(0)  supp   
0. Indeed since fk * f weakly
in L1(Bn(0)), we get fkg converges weakly* to  as measures, i.e.,
lim
k!1
Z
Bn(0)
'(x) dk =
Z
Bn(0)
'(x) d for all ' 2 Cc(Bn(0)):
Now let x 2 supp. Then by following the proof of [1, Proposition 5.1.8] where probability
measures are considered, we see that there exists xk 2 suppk = 
k such that xk ! x.
But then we must have x 2 
 since f
kg converges to 
 in the Hausdor topology. Thus
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supp  
. Next if x0 2 B1(0), then 1  1jB(x0;r)j
R
B(x0;r)
f dx  2 for all r > 0 suciently
small because 1  1jB(x0;r)j
R
B(x0;r)
fk dx  2 and
1
jB(x0; r)j
Z
B(x0;r)
fk dx  ! 1jB(x0; r)j
Z
B(x0;r)
f dx as k !1:
Hence by letting r ! 0+, we obtain 1  f(x0)  2 for a.e. x0 2 B1(0). This implies
B1(0)  supp and we have shown that B1(0)  supp  
. Thus Claim 1 is proved since
the case for  is completely similar.
We would like to show next that u1 and w1 are both solutions of (4.2). Let us prove
this only for u1 as the case of w1 is much simpler and follows in a similar way. Recall that
vk(y) = supx2Bn(0) f ck(x  y)  uk(x)g for all y 2 Bn(0), and let
v1(y) := sup
x2Bn(0)
f cq(x  y)  u1(x)g for y 2 Bn(0);
where cq denotes the quadratic cost. Then since ck(z) = cq(z) +
Ek(z)
k
, it is easy to see that
kvk   v1kL1(Bn(0))  kuk   u1kL1(Bn(0)) +
C
k
yielding vk ! v1 uniformly in Bn(0).
Claim 2: We have
lim
k!1
Z

k
fkuk =
Z


fu1; lim
k!1
Z

0k
gkvk =
Z

0
gv1 and
Z


f =
Z

0
g:
To see this, observe that
R

 u1f =
R
supp u1f =
R
Bn(0)
u1f since supp  
 by Claim 1.
Therefore,Z

k
fkuk  
Z


fu1 =
Z

k
fk
 
uk   u1

+
h Z

k
fku1  
Z


fu1
i
=
Z

k
fk
 
uk   u1

+
h Z
Bn(0)
fku1  
Z
Bn(0)
fu1
i
 ! 0
giving limk!1
R

k
fkuk =
R

 fu1 as desired. Similarly, limk!1
R

0k
gkvk =
R

0 gv1. AlsoZ


f =
Z
Bn(0)
f = lim
k!1
Z
Bn(0)
fk = lim
k!1
Z
Bn(0)
gk =
Z
Bn(0)
g =
Z

0
g;
and the claim follows.
We are ready to show that u1 is a solution of (4.2). Let I(;  ) be the Kantorovich
functional given by (2.1), and dene
Kcq :=

(;  ) 2 Lip(
) Lip(
0) :  (x)   (y)  cq(x  y) for all x 2 
; y 2 
0
	
:
Let (0;  0) 2 Kcq be a maximizer of the functional I(;  ) over Kcq and recall that (uk; vk)
is a maximizer of the functional Ik(;  ) over Kck . As done for (uk; vk), we can extend 0
and  0 as Lipschitz functions on Bn(0) satisfying  0(y) = supx2Bn(0) f cq(x  y)  0(x)g
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for all y 2 Bn(0). Using the facts (uk + Ck ; vk) 2 Kcq and (0 + Ck ;  0) 2 Kck , we obtain
Ik(0 +
C
k
;  0)  I(0;  0)  Ik(uk; vk)  I(0;  0)  Ik(uk; vk)  I(uk + Ck ; vk) giving
  C
k
Z

k
fk +
Z


f0  
Z

k
fk0 +
Z


g 0  
Z

0k
gk 0
 Ik(uk; vk)  I(0;  0)  C
k
Z


f +
Z


fuk  
Z

k
fkuk +
Z

0
gvk  
Z

0k
gkvk for all k:
Hence it follows from Claim 2 that limk!1 Ik(uk; vk) = I(0;  0). Consequently,
I(u1; v1) =  
Z


f(x)u1(x)dx 
Z

0
g(y)v1(y)dy
= lim
k!1
n
 
Z

k
fk(x)uk(x)dx 
Z

0k
gk(y)vk(y)dy
o
= lim
k!1
Ik(uk; vk) = I(0;  0) = sup
(; )2Kcq
I(;  );
where we have again used Claim 2 to obtain the second equality. Since
R

 f =
R

0 g, we infer
that u1 is a solution of (4.2) as desired. Similarly, w1 is also a solution of (4.2). Thus
u1  w1 on supp as u1(x) = w1(x) and (4.2) has a unique solution modulo additive
constants on the support of  = f(x)dx. This together with the fact B1(0)  supp yields
limk!1 kuk   wkkL1(B1(0)) = ku1   w1kL1(B1(0)) = 0, a contradiction to (4.4).
Remark. If we assume in addition that 
 is convex in Proposition 4.2, then the conclusion
(4.3) can be strengthen by ku  wkL1(
)  0. The reason is that in this case we actually
have supp = 
 instead of supp  
. Indeed, let x 2 Int(
) and B(x; r)  
. Then
B(x; r)  B r
4
(
k) := [y2
kB(y; r4) for all k suciently large because 
  B r4 (
k) from the
denition of the Hausdor distance. Since 
k are convex, it is clear that dist(x; @
k) =
dist(x; @B r
4
(
k))  r4  dist(x; @
)  r4  r   r4 = 3r4 yielding in particular B(x; r2)  
k for
all k suciently large. Consequently,
(B(x; r)) = lim
k!1
k(B(x; r))  1 lim
k!1
jB(x; r) \ 
kj = 1jB(x; r)j
implying x 2 supp, i.e., Int(
)  supp. This and the Claim 1 above give supp = 
.
4.2 Some initial estimates
With the information given by Proposition 4.1, we can start localizing the problem. Indeed,
we will show that points far from the boundary of 
 are mapped (uniformly) to points far
from the boundary of 
0. We remind the reader that we are using the notation

0 = fx 2 
 : dist(x; @
) > 0g:
Proposition 4.3. Given any 0 > 0, there exists 0 > 0 depending only on 0, n, 1, 2, 

and 
0 such that for all   0 and u 2 C(
) is a solution of (4.1), we have
dist
 
@cu(
0); @

0  C0   C ; (4.7)
for some universal constants C;  > 0. Consequently,
dist (@cu(
0); @cu(@
))  C0  
C

: (4.8)
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Proof. For any  > 0, Proposition 4.1 gives that ku  [w + u(x0)  w(x0)]kL1(
) <  for all
  0 = 0(; n;1;2;
;
0), where x0 2 
 and w 2 C(
) is a solution of (4.2). By working
with ~w := w + u(x0)   w(x0) if necessary, we can assume that ku  wkL1(
) < . Let  be
the smooth convex function satisfying(
detD2 = 1 in 
 0
2
;
 = 0 on @
 0
2
:
It is known that  C1(n;
 0
2
)  min
0    C2(n;
 02 ) (see [22, Proposition 3.2.3]). Hence
by using [22, Lemma 5.1.6] we obtain

0 
n
x 2 
 0
2
: (x)   c 0
o
; (4.9)
where c > 0 depending on n and 
 0
2
. In fact, we can choose c to be a constant which depends
only on n and 
 for all 0 > 0 suciently small. Next, we construct the function
w(x) = w(x) + + 2(c0) 1(x):
Then we have that w(x) > u(x) for x 2 @
 0
2
. We take V to be the set
V :=
n
x 2 
 0
2
: w(x) < u(x)
o
:
It is clear from (4.9) that 
0  V b 
 0
2
. Therefore, Lemma 3.3 assures that
@cu(
0)  @cu(V )  @c(w; V )(V ) = @cw(V ): (4.10)
On the other hand, by straightforward computation and using that our cost c is just a
C=-perturbation of the quadratic cost cq, then
@cw
(V )  N 2
c0
krkL1(
0=2)+
C


@cqw(V )
	
= N 2
c0
krkL1(
0=2)+
C

frw^(V )g ; (4.11)
where w^ = w + jxj
2
2 and we note that krkL1(
 0
2
)  C (see [21, Theorem 17.21]).
Next, for the solution of the optimal transportation problem w^ with quadratic cost,
Caarelli [8] has proved that
1. rw^(
) = 
0.
2. rw^(@
)  @
0.
3. jrw^(x) rw^(y)j  C jx  yj for all x; y 2 
, where  > 0 is a universal constant.
As a consequence, rw^(@
) = @
0 and
dist
 rw^(V ); @
0  distrw^(
 0
2
); @
0

 C0 : (4.12)
Combining (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) we get
dist
 
@cu(
0); @

0  C0   h 2c0 krkL1(
0=2) + C
i
:
Choosing suitable , we obtain the estimate (4.7) of the lemma. On the other hand, (4.8)
follows from (4.7) and the fact that
@cu(@
)  @
0;
which was proven by Figalli-Kim-McCann [17].
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Using the above two propositions, one has a very good control of the sections of u: they
are very near the sections of w, and as a consequence, they stay away from the boundary
@
. Let x0 2 
0 and y0 2 @cu(x0). The -section of u at x0 is dened in (2.12), or for
u(x) := u(x) + c(x   y0) as in (2.13). One can also dene the (quadratic) t-sections for w.
Let x be the minimum point of the function w(x) := w(x) + 12 jx  y0j2. We dene
Tt(w; x) = fx 2 [
] : w(x)  w(x)  cq(x  y) + cq(x  y) + tg ; (4.13)
with
@cqw(x) = fy := x+rw(x)g:
By using the function w we can write
Tt( w; x) = fx 2 [
] : w(x)  w(x) + hr w(x); x  xi+ tg ; (4.14)
that is a convex set.
Proposition 4.4. Given 0 > 0, there exists 1 = 1
 
0; n;1;2;
;

0 > 0 satisfying that,
for all h;  > 0 with h +   1, we can nd 0 = 0
 
; 0; n;1;2;
;

0 > 0 such that if
  0 and u is a solution of (4.1), then
Th (w; x)  Sh(u; x0; y0)  Th+(w; x)  
c0 (4.15)
for all x0 2 
0 and y0 2 @cu(x0), where w is a solution of the quadratic transport problem
(4.2) and x is the minimum point of w := w+ 12 jx  y0j2. Here c and  are positive constants
depending only on n, 1, 2, 
 and 

0.
Proof. Let x0 2 
0 and y0 2 @cu(x0). It follows from Proposition 4.3 that y0 2 
0C
2
0
for all
  0 = 0
 
0; n;1;2;
;

0. Dene u := u+ c(x  y0) and w^ := w + 12 jxj2. Notice that
x0 is a minimum point for u in 
. By denition,
Tt(w; x) = fx 2 
 : w(x)  w(x) + hr w(x); x  xi+ tg
= fx 2 
 : w^(x)  w^(x) + hrw^(x); x  xi+ tg ;
a convex set. As r w(x) = 0, we obtain rw^(x) = rw(x) + x = y0 2 
0C
2
0
. On the
other hand, we know from [8] (see the discussion before (4.12)) that rw^(@
) = @
0 and
jrw^(x) rw^(y)j  Cjx  yj for all x; y 2 
. Therefore we conclude dist(x; @
)  c20 > 0.
But since w^ is a strictly convex function (c.f. [7]), there exists 1 > 0 depending on 0, n,
1, 2, 
 and 

0 such that
T1(w; x)  
 c
2

2
0
; (4.16)
which gives the last inclusion in (4.15) whenever h+   1.
Next for any  > 0, by Proposition 4.1 there exists 0 depending only on , n, 1, 2, 

and 
0 such that for all   0 we have ku  [w+ u(x0) w(x0)]kL1(
)  =4 (of course, we
are abusing the notation, just take 0 to be the smallest of all the choices). Since the sections
of w are the same as the corresponding sections of w + u(x0)   w(x0), we can assume that
ku  wkL1(
)  =4. This implies that
ku  wkL1(
) 

4
+
C

 
2
for all   0: (4.17)
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Now it is easy to see that the rst two inclusions in (4.15) hold true. Indeed if x 2 Th (w; x) =
fx 2 
 : w(x)  w(x) + h  g, then
u(x)  w(x) + 
2
 w(x) + h  
2
 w(x0) + h  
2
 u(x0) + h:
On the other hand, if x 2 Sh(u; x0; y0) = fx 2 
 : u(x)  u(x0) + hg then
w(x)  u(x) + 
2
 u(x0) + h+ 
2
 u(x) + h+ 
2
 w(x) + h+ :
These yield Th (w; x)  Sh(u; x0; y0)  Th+(w; x) as desired.
As a corollary, we obtain the following result which is the starting point for the induction
process in Section 7:
Corollary 4.5. Given 0 > 0, let 1 > 0 be the corresponding constant given by Proposi-
tion 4.4. Then for all h  12 , there exists 0 = 0
 
h; 0; n;1;2;
;

0 > 0 such that if
  0 and u is a solution of (4.1), we have the following: for all x0 2 
0 and y0 2 @cu(x0),
(i) Sh(u; x0; y0)  
c0 ;
(ii) There is an ane transformation Tx = Ax+ b with C1  jdetAj
2
n h  C2 and kAk 
Ch 1 such that
BK(0)  ~
 := TSh(u; x0; y0)  Bn(0):
Here all the constants are universal (depending on n, 1 and 2). As a consequence,
dist(x; @[~
])  Ch
 1

8x 2 @ ~
:
Proof. Applying Proposition 4.4 for  = h=2, we obtain
Th
2
(w; x)  Sh(u; x0; y0)  T 3h
2
(w; x)  
c0 ;
where w is the solution of the quadratic transport problem (4.2). Let Tx = Ax + b be
an ane transformation normalizing T3h=2(w; x), i.e., B1  T
 
T3h=2(w; x)
  Bn. Then as
jT3h=2(w; x)j  h
n
2 (see [22, Corollary 3.2.4]), it is clear that C1  jdetAj
2
n h  C2. Also it
follows from Theorem 3.3.8 in [22] that BK  T
 
Th=2(w; x)

with K > 0 a universal constant.
Thus BK  TSh(u; x0; y0)  Bn. Note that as BCh(x)  T3h=2(w; x), we get T (BCh(x))  Bn
implying that kAk  Ch 1. This together with Proposition 3.2 yields the last estimate.
In the above corollary, f and g are only required to satisfy the condition (1.3). However
if in addition f 2 Cloc(
) and g 2 Cloc(
0) as assumed in Theorem 1.1, then we in fact have
the following better estimates
Sh(u; x0; y0)  BCph(x0); kAk  Ch
 1
2 ;
A 1  Ch 12 (4.18)
and
dist(x; @[~
])  Ch
 1
2

8x 2 @ ~
: (4.19)
Indeed the regularity of w in [7] gives CI  D2 w  C 0I in 
c0 which in turn implies that
BC1
p
h(x)  T3h=2(w; x)  BC2ph(x): (4.20)
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Then (4.18) and (4.19) follow from this, the fact T 1(BK(0))  Sh(u; x0; y0)  T3h=2(w; x)
and the arguments used in the proof of Corollary 4.5.
Another consequence of our construction is a gradient bound for points in the section
Sh := Sh(u; x0; y0). We denote
~u(x) :=
1
h

u(T 1x) u(x0) c(x0 y0) h

; ~
 := TSh(u; x0; y0) and ~c(x) :=
1
h
c(T 1x);
(4.21)
where T is the transformation from the previous corollary. Then:
Corollary 4.6. Under the same assumptions as in Corollary 4.5, assume further that f 2
Cloc(
) and g 2 Cloc(
0), then we have that
@locc u(Sh)  BC(ph+ 1

)(y0)
and
@loc~c ~u(~
)  BC(1+ 1

p
h
)(Ty0):
Proof. As in the proof of Corollary 4.5, we choose  = h=2 and have ku  wkL1(
)  =4.
Also it follows from (4.20) that Sh  T3h=2(w; x)  BC2ph(x). Now applying Lemma 3.4 with
 := C
p
h, we then obtain @locc u(Sh)  N Cph+C

 n[rw^(BCph(x))]o, where w^ := w+ 12 jxj2.
Since w is the solution of optimal transport with quadratic cost from 
 to 
0 and BCph(x)
is away from the boundary of 
, we get kD2wkL1(BCph(x))  C and hence
jrw^(x)  y0j = jrw^(x) rw^(x)j  Cjx  xj  C
p
h 8x 2 BCph(x):
Therefore, we conclude that @locc u(Sh)  BC(ph+ 1

)(y0). The last conclusion follows from
the fact @loc~c ~u(TSh) = T@
loc
c u(Sh) and the estimate (4.18) for kAk.
4.3 A rst (but rough) control of the sections
In this subsection we present a result comparing sections of the potential u with Euclidean
balls.
Theorem 4.7. Assume that f 2 Cloc(
), g 2 Cloc(
0) and (1.3) holds. Given 0 > 0, there
exist 0 = 0
 
0; n;1;2;
;

0 > 0 and 0 = 0 0; n;1;2;
;
0 > 0 such that if   0
and u is a solution of (4.1), then
BC 1p(x0)  S(u; x0; y0)  BCp(x0) (4.22)
for all x0 2 
0, y0 2 @cu(x0) and 0 <   0, where C > 0 depends only on n, 1, 2,
kfkC(
1 ) and kgkC(
01 ) with 1 = 1(0; n;1;2).
Proof. Let 0 := 
2, with  := 1=2 and 1 > 0 is the constant given by Proposition 4.4. By
applying Proposition 4.1 with 0 := 
3 we obtain
ku  wkL1(
)  0;
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where w is an optimal transport solution for the quadratic cost between 
 and 
0, and with
densities f and g, respectively.
Step 1: Since x0 2 
0 and + 0  1, Proposition 4.4 gives
T 0(w; x)  S(u; x0) := S(u; x0; y0)  T+0(w; x)  
1 ;
where x is the minimum point of w := w+ 12 jx  y0j2. Moreover as 
0 is convex and f; g are
Holder continuous we know from Caarelli C2; estimate in [7] that w is regular in the interior.
It then follows by a similar argument yielding (4.20) that BC1
p
 0(x)  T 0(w; x) and
T+0(w; x)  BC2p+0(x). Thus BC1p 0(x)  S(u; x0)  BC2p+0(x). This together
with the facts jx   x0j  Cp0 (see (6.31) for a proof of this fact) and 0 is very small
compared to  gives
BC
p
 0(x0)  S(u; x0)  BC0p+0(x0):
For simplicity and without loss of generality we assume that x0 = 0. Therefore, B1(0) 

 1
2 S(u; x0)  Bn(0). Let (x) := x rc( ru(x)) be the optimal map corresponding to
u and let (y) := y   rc( ru(y)) be the dual optimal map which is known to be the
inverse of . Then since w is regular, we know from Lemma 3.4 and the proof of Corollary 4.6
that
BR(x0)  BC R+ 1

+
0
R
(y0) 8R  Cp: (4.23)
Likewise as ku   wkL1(
0)  0 + C and the dual potential w for the quadratic cost is
regular thanks to the convexity of 
, we also have
BR(y0)  BC R+ 1

+
0
R
(x0) or BR(y0)  BC R+ 1

+
0
R
(x0) 8R  Cp: (4.24)
Let 
1 := 
 1
2 [
 
S(u; x0)

], 
01 := 
 1
2 [
 
S(u; x0)

] and
u1(x) :=
1

u
 

1
2x

; x 2  12 
  
1: (4.25)
Here we are using the notation [A] for the convex hull of the set A. The advantage of this
choice of domains lies in the fact that 
01 is convex. On the other hand, by Lemma 4.8,
u1j
1 is the optimal transport solution between 
1 and 
01 with densities f1(x) := f
 

1
2x

,
g1(y) := g
 

1
2 y

and with cost
c1(x) :=
1

c
 

1
2x

=
1
2
jxj2 + 1
1
E1(x) with
1
1
:=
1=2

:
Note that all the dilations of regions or variables in 
 are with respect to x0 = 0 and in 

0
are always with respect to y0. Moreover by using (4.23) and (4.24) we obtain
B1(0)  
 1
2 S(u; x0)  
1  
 1
2 BC0p+0(y0)  
 1
2 BC
p
+0(x0)  Bn(0)
and
B1(y0)  
 1
2 BC
p
 0(y0)  
 1
2 S(u; x0)  
01  
 1
2 BC0
p
+0(y0)  Bn(y0):
Hence we can apply Proposition 4.2 to get
ku1   w1kL1(B1)  0; (4.26)
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where w1 is the optimal transport solution for the quadratic cost between 
1 and 

0
1, and
with densities f1 and g1.
Step 2: Let 1(x) := x rc1( ru1(x)) = 
 1
2 (
1
2x) be the optimal map corresponding
to u1 and let 

1(y) := y   rc1( ru1(y)) = 
 1
2 (
1
2 y) be its dual optimal map. As the
target domain 
01 is convex and f1, g1 are Holder continuous with C norms are controlled
by those of f and g, we know from Caarelli C2; estimate in [7] for quadratic cost that w1
is regular in the interior. Therefore, by using (4.26) and arguing as in Step 1 we get
1BR(x0)  BC R+ 1
1
+
0
R
(y0) 8R  Cp: (4.27)
We would like to have (4.24) for 1 but this is not immediate since we do not know whether
w1 is regular due to the nonconvexity of 
1. Observe that we do not really need 1 to be
well behaved in every interior subregion of 
01, but only in the subregion BCp(y0)  
01. To
obtain this regularity we proceed as follows.
Let ~
1 := 
 1
2 [S(u; x0)] and ~

0
1 := 
 1
2 [S(u; x0)]. Then u1j~
1 is the optimal transport
solution between ~
1 and ~

0
1 with cost c1 and with densities f1 and g1. As above, by using
(4.23) and (4.24) we also have B1(0)  ~
1  Bn(0) and B1(y0)  ~
01  Bn(y0). Note that
even though we can not compare ~
01 to 
01, we know that ~
01 contains the big ball B1(y0)
centered at y0 and as mentioned above this is enough for our purpose. Hence we can apply
Proposition 4.2 to get ku1   ~w1kL1(B1)  0 implying
ku1   ~w1kL1(B1)  0 +
C
1
:
Here ~w1 is the optimal transport solution for the quadratic cost between ~
01 and ~
1, and with
densities g1 and f1. Moreover as ~
1 is convex, we know that ~w

1 is regular in the interior of
~
01. Therefore, we also have
1BR(y0)  BC R+ 1
1
+
0
R
(x0) or BR(y0)  1BC R+ 1
1
+
0
R
(x0): (4.28)
From (4.27) and (4.28), we see that 1 and 

1 enjoy the same property as  and 
 given
by (4.23) and (4.24). This allows us to carry the next level of the rescaling process. Indeed,
let 
2 := 
 1[
 
S2(u; x0)

], 
02 :=  1[
 
S2(u; x0)

] and
u2(x) :=
1
2
u
 
x

=
1

u1
 

1
2x

for x 2  1
   12 
1  
2:
Then by Lemma 4.8, u2j
2 is the optimal transport solution between 
2 and 
02 with cost
c2(x) :=
1
2
c
 
x

, and with densities f2(x) := f
 
x

and g2(y) := g
 
y

. Notice that

2 = 
 1
2 1[1
 
S(u1; x0)

] and 
02 = 
 1
2 [1
 
S(u1; x0)

]. Hence by arguing as in Step 1
and using (4.27) and (4.28) we obtain
ku2   w2kL1(B1)  0;
with w2 is an optimal transport solution for the quadratic cost between 
2 and 

0
2, and with
densities f2 and g2.
Step k: Keep repeating the above process we get
kuk   wkkL1(B1)  0;
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where uk(x) :=
1
k
u
 

k
2 x

and wk is the optimal transport solution for the quadratic cost
between 
k := 
 k
2 [
 
Sk(u; x0)

] and 
0k := 
 k
2 [
 
Sk(u; x0)

], and with densities
fk(x) := f
 

k
2 x

and gk(y) := g
 

k
2 y

. Since 0 <   0 = 2, we can pick the positive
integer number k such that k+2 <   k+1. Thus

k
2T 
k
 0(wk; xk)  S(u; x0) = 
k
2S 
k
(uk; x0)  
k
2T 
k
+0(wk; xk):
Here xk denotes the minimum point of wk := wk +
1
2 jx  y0j2. As the target domain 
0k
is convex and fk, gk are Holder continuous with C norms are controlled by those of f and
g, we know that B
C1
q

k
 0(xk)  T k 0(wk; xk) and T k+0(wk; xk)  BC2
q

k
+0
(xk). It
follows from these and the fact jxk   x0j  Cp0 that
S(u; x0)   k2BCq 
k
+0
(x0)  BCp+k0(x0)  BCq+ 02 (x0)  BCp(x0):
Similarly, we also have BC0p(x0)  S(u; x0) yielding, (4.22) as desired.
In the above proof, we have used the following simple lemma:
Lemma 4.8. Let u1 be dened by (4.25). Then u1 is the optimal transport solution between

1 := 
 1
2 [
 
S(u; x0)

] and 
01 := 
 1
2 [
 
S(u; x0)

] with cost c1(x) :=
1
c
 

1
2x

, and
with densities f1(x) := f
 

1
2x

and g1(y) := g
 

1
2 y

. The similar statement also holds for
the function uk.
Proof. Let 1(x) := x   rc1( ru1(x)). Then as u1 is c1-convex, it suces to show that
1#f1
1dx = g1
01dy. Now since c

1(x) =
1
c
  12x, we obtain
1(x) = x  
 1
2 rc  ru( 12x) =  12 h 12x rc  ru( 12x)i =  12   12x:
It follows that for any function h 2 C(
01), by letting ~h(x) := h(
 1
2 x) we haveZ

1
h(1(x))f1(x) dx =
Z

 1
2 [
 
S(u;x0)

]
h


 1
2 
 

1
2x

f
 

1
2x

dx
= 
 n
2
Z
[
 
S(u;x0)

]
~h
 
(z)

f(z) dz
= 
 n
2
Z
[
 
S(u;x0)

]
~h(y0)g(y0) dy0
=
Z

 1
2 [
 
S(u;x0)

]
~h(
1
2 y)g(
1
2 y) dy =
Z

01
h(y)g1(y) dy:
Thus 1#f1
1dx = g1
01dy and the proof is completed.
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5 Local vs. Global
We consider now with the second ingredient for the proof of Theorem 1.1, where we look at
the rescaled solution ~u from (4.21) in the rescaled set ~
. It still satises the same PDE as u,
with the advantage that the value of ~u on the boundary of ~
 is controlled. Then our strategy
is to compare ~u with the solution of a standard Monge-Ampere equation with given Dirichlet
data at the boundary, using the standard elliptic theory for viscosity solutions. However, the
main diculty is that although u is an Alexandro solution of the original problem, ~u comes
from the restriction of u to a section, so ~u may not be an Alexandro or viscosity solution in
~
. In the following, we deal with this crucial issue.
5.1 A notion of viscosity solutions
We next introduce a notion of viscosity solution for the equation M[u] = f . Unlike the
standard denition, a viscosity solution as dened below does not have the local property
as it depends on the domain under consideration. That is if u is a viscosity solution of the
equation M[u] = f in 
, then u might not be a viscosity solution of the same equation
restricted to a subdomain U of 
.
To motivate our choice of test functions, let us seek a pointwise condition guaranteeing
that a function  2 C2(
) is c-convex in 
. Note that  is c-convex at x0 if and only if the
function h0(x) := (x) + c(x   y0) has a minimum point in 
 at x0 or equivalently h0 has
a supporting plane in 
 at x0, where y0 := x0  rc( r(x0)). But for 
  Bn, we have
D2h0(x) = I +D
2(x) +
1

D2E(x  y0)  I +D2(x)  C

Ijx  y0j
 I +D2(x)  C

I

jx0 +r(x0)j+ 2n

8x 2 
:
Thus if in addition 
 is convex and
inf


 
I +D2

>
C

I

kid+rkL1(
) + 2n

;
then for any x0 2 
, the function h0 has a supporting plane in 
 at x0. This implies that 
is c-convex in 
 and in particular I +D
2c( r(x))D2(x)  0 in 
. We will choose the
class of test functions to be those satisfying the above inequality.
Denition 5.1. Let 
  Bn be an open set, f 2 C(
) and g 2 C(
0). Let u 2 C(
) be a
c-convex function satisfying @cu(
)  
0.
(i) A function  is said to be in the admissible class for the operator M in 
 if  2 C2([
])
and
inf
[
]
 
I +D2

>
C

I

kid+rkL1([
]) + 2n

: (5.1)
(ii) The function u is said to be a viscosity subsolution (supersolution) of the equation
M[u] = f in 
 if for any x0 2 
 and for any function  in the admissible class for
M in 
 satisfying u   has a maximum (minimum) at x0, we have
g(x0  rc( r(x0))) det
 
I +D2c( r(x0))D2(x0)
  ()f(x0):
We call u a viscosity solution of the equation M[u] = f in 
 if it is both a viscosity
subsolution and viscosity supersolution in 
.
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(iii) Let U  
 be any open set. The function u is said to be a viscosity supersolution of the
equation M[u] = f in U relative to 
 if for any x0 2 U and for any function  in the
admissible class for M in 
 satisfying u   has a minimum in 
 at x0, we have
g(x0  rc( r(x0))) det
 
I +D2c( r(x0))D2(x0)
  f(x0):
Remark. Concerning the above denition we remark that if  is in the admissible class for
M in 
 and u    has a maximum or minimum at x0 2 
, then x0   rc( r(x0)) 2
@cu(x0). Thus x0  rc( r(x0)) belongs to the domain of g as we require @cu(
)  
0.
We wonder what the relation is between weak/viscosity solutions in our case. The fol-
lowing result is a straightforward modication of Proposition 1.3.4 in [22].
Proposition 5.2. Let 
  Bn be an open set and f 2 C(
), g 2 C(
0). Suppose u 2 C(
)
is a c-convex function satisfying @cu(
)  
0. Then if u is an Alexandro weak solution of
M[u] = f in 
, we have u is also a viscosity subsolution of the equation in any open subset
U of 
.
Proof. For simplicity, we present the proof only for the case U = 
. However the arguments
clearly work for any open set U  
. Let ~x 2 
 and  2 C2([
]) be a function in the
admissible class such that u   has a maximum at ~x. We can assume that u(~x) = (~x) and
u(x) < (x) for all x 2 
nf~xg. This can be achieved by adding r jx  ~xj2 to  and later taking
r ! 0+. Indeed, the only thing we need to check is the function ~(x) := (x) + r jx  ~xj2
belongs to the admissible class for M in 
. But this is true because
inf
[
]
 
I +D2 ~

= inf
[
]
 
I +D2

+ 2rI >
C

I

kid+rkL1([
]) + 2n

+ 2rI
 C

I

kid+r~kL1([
]) + 2n

+ 2r

1  2nC


I
 C

I

kid+r~kL1([
]) + 2n

: (5.2)
Let m = min=2jx ~xjf(x)  u(x)g, where  > 0 is a small number. Note that m > 0.
Fix 0 <  < m and set
E := fx 2 B(~x) : u(x) +  > (x)g :
It is easy to see that E  B=2(~x), because if =2  jx  ~xj < , then (x)   u(x)  m, so
that x 62 E. Note also that E # f~xg as ! 0+, and u+  =  on @E.
Because u is a weak Alexandro solution in 
, we haveZ
E
f(x)dx = wc(g; u)(E) = wc(g; u+ )(E) =
Z
@c(u+)(E)
g(y)dy: (5.3)
But @c(u + )(E)  @c(;E)(E) = @c(E) by Lemma 3.3 and the fact  is a smooth
c-convex function in 
. Thus the chain of equalities (5.3) continues as follows:
(5.3) 
Z
@c(E)
g(y)dy = wc(g; )(E) =
Z
E
g(x Dc( r)) det  I +D2c( r)D2 dx;
where the last equality is due to the representation (2.5). Next, because f and g are contin-
uous, we can let ! 0 to obtain
M[]  f at ~x;
as desired.
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5.2 The restriction of a weak solution is almost a weak solution
Notice that under the assumption in Proposition 5.2, the function u might not be a viscosity
supersolution. This is because the mass may increase when we restrict to a subdomain (i.e.
local but not global supporting costs may appear). However, we are going to show that this
extra mass can only come from the subdierential of u at points near the boundary of the
subdomain. In particular, we are able to quantify how bad the restriction of u to a section
S := S(u; x0; y0) is. In order not to confuse with the height of a section, we modify our
previous notation and denote
S := fx 2 S : dist(x; @S) > g:
Proposition 5.3. Suppose 
  Bn is open and u 2 C(
) is a c-convex function. Let
S := S(u; x0; y0) b 
 and assume there exists a constant K > 0 such that
S(u; x1; y1)  BKp(x1) for all x1 2 S, y1 2 @cu(x1) and  > 0 small: (5.4)
Then we have
@c(u; S)(x) = @cu(x) for every x 2 S ;
where  := CKp

. That is, local with respect to S is global as long as we stay suciently away
from the boundary. Here the constant C depends only on n and the norm k@locc u(S)kL1.
Proof. Let ~x 2 S, ~y 2 @c(u; S)(~x) and dene u(x) := u(x) + 12 jxj2. From the denition, we
know that (see the proof of Proposition 3.5 for more details) ~y 2 @cu(~x) if and only if
u(x)  u(~x) + h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi   1

h
E(x  ~y)  E(~x  ~y)  hrE(~x  ~y); x  ~xi
i
8x 2 
;
where ~p :=  rc(~x   ~y) 2 @ u(~x). Suppose that ~y 62 @cu(~x), i.e., ~y is local with respect to
S but not global. Since the set
fy 2 Rn : y 2 @c(u; S)(z1) \ @c(u; S)(z2) for some z1; z2 2 S; z1 6= z2g
has measure zero (see [24, Lemma 2.11]), we can assume without loss of generality that
u(x) > u(~x) + h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi   1

h
E(x  ~y)  E(~x  ~y)  hrE(~x  ~y); x  ~xi
i
for all x 2 S satisfying x 6= ~x. As ~y 62 @cu(~x), the almost plane
z = ~f(x) := u(~x) + h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi   1

[E(x  ~y)  E(~x  ~y)  hrE(~x  ~y); x  ~xi]
must cross the graph of u at some point x 2 
 n S.
Among all the points on @S that lie on the segment ~xx connecting ~x and x, take x^ to
be the point closest to ~x. Let x1 be the midpoint of the segment ~xx^, y1 2 @cu(x1) and p1 :=
 rc(x1   y1). In particular, we have j~x  x1j  12dist(~x; @S) and jx   x1j  12dist(~x; @S).
Because of our choices, it is clear that the almost plane z = ~f(x) crosses the global supporting
cost
z = f1(x) := u(x1) + hp1 + x1; x  x1i   1

[E(x  y1)  E(x1   y1)  hrE(x1   y1); x  x1i]
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at two dierent points z1 and z2 which lie on the line passing through ~x and x
 (one point,
say z1, lies on the segment ~xx1 and the other z2 lies on the segment x1x).
Let us rst estimate the heights a := u(~x)  f1(~x) and b := u(x)  f1(x). Assume that
~x 2 S satises dist(~x; @S) > 2Kp. Then j~x   x1j > Kp and hence ~x 62 S(u; x1; y1) by
the assumption (5.4). But ~x 62 S(u; x1; y1) means that
u(~x) > f1(~x) + 
yielding a = u(~x)  f1(~x) > . For the same reason, we also have b = u(x)  f1(x) > .
Next observe that since E(x  ~y) = E(~x  ~y) + hrE(~x  ~y); x  ~xi+O(jx  ~xj2), we get
~f(x) = u(~x) + h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi+ 1

O(jx  ~xj2)  ~g(x) := u(~x) + h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi   C

jx  ~xj2 :
Similarly,
f1(x) = u(x1) + hp1 + x1; x  x1i+ 1

O(jx  ~xj2)
  1

h
E(~x  y1)  E(x1   y1) + hrE(~x  y1); x  ~xi   hrE(x1   y1); x  x1i
i
 g1(x) := u(x1) + hp1 + x1; x  x1i+ C

jx  ~xj2
  1

h
E(~x  y1) + hrE(~x  y1); x  ~xi   E(x1   y1)  hrE(x1   y1); x  x1i
i
:
We knew that a; b >  and the equation ~f(x) = f1(x) has two solutions in the segment ~xx.
Therefore if we select  := 6C (2n)
2 ensuring that k ~f   ~gkL1(
) < =3 and kf1   g1kL1(
) <
=3, then the equation ~g(x) = g1(x) still has two solutions in the segment ~xx. The reason
for this is that we still have ~g(~x) > g1(~x), ~g(x1) < g1(x1) and ~g(x
) > g1(x) because the
graph ~g(x) lies below the graph of ~f by an amount of at most =3 and the graph g1(x) lies
above the graph of f1 by an amount of at most =3.
We now consider the equation ~g(x) = g1(x). That is,
h~p+ ~x; x  ~xi   2C

jx  ~xj2 = [u(x1)  u(~x)] + hp1 + x1; x  x1i
  1

h
E(~x  y1) + hrE(~x  y1); x  ~xi   E(x1   y1)  hrE(x1   y1); x  x1i
i
:
Since u(x1) + hy1; ~x   x1i   1

E(~x   y1)   E(x1   y1)
   u(~x) = f1(~x)   u(~x) =  a, this is
equivalent to
h[~p+ ~x+ 1

rE(~x  y1)]  y1; x  ~xi   2C

jx  ~xj2 =  a:
Let us look at what happens along the above mentioned line passing through ~x and x.
On this line, we can write x   ~x = te for t 2 R, where e is some unit vector. Then if we
denote  := h[~p+ ~x+ 1rE(~x  y1)]  y1; ei, we conclude that the quadratic equation
2C

t2   t = a
has two distinct solutions t1; t2 satisfying zi := ~x + tie 2 ~xx. Notice that as a > 0, this is
impossible since the two solutions t1 and t2 have opposite signs. Thus we have shown that ~y
must be global whenever
dist(~x; @S) > CK
r
1

:
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As a consequence of the previous proposition, we have:
Corollary 5.4. Let 
  Bn be open and f 2 C(
), g 2 C(
0). Let S := S(u; x0; y0) b 
 be
a section satisfying @cu(S)  
0 and (5.4) for some constant K > 0. Suppose that u 2 C(
)
is a c-convex function that is an Alexandro solution in S relative to 
 of the equation
M[u] = f , i.e., Z
@c(u;
)(E)
g(y)dy =
Z
E
f(x)dx for all Borel sets E  S: (5.5)
Then there exists  = CK=
p
 such that u restricted to S is an Alexandro weak solution in
the set S relative to S, i.e.,Z
@c(u;S)(E)
g(y)dy =
Z
E
f(x)dx for all Borel sets E  S : (5.6)
Moreover, u is a viscosity supersolution in S relative to S.
Proof. By Proposition 5.3, we have @c(u; S)(E) = @c(u;
)(E) for all E  S . This together
with (5.5) yields (5.6). It remains to show that u is a viscosity supersolution in S relative
to S.
Let ~x 2 S and  2 C2([S]) be a function in the admissible class for M in S such that
u  has a minimum in S at ~x. We can assume in addition that u(~x) = (~x) and u(x) > (x)
for all x in S nf~xg. This can be achieved by adding  r jx  ~xj2 to  and later taking r ! 0+.
Indeed, we only need to check that the function ~(x) := (x)  r jx  ~xj2 is in the admissible
class for M in S for all r > 0 suciently small. But as done in (5.2), we have
inf
[S]
 
I +D2 ~
  C

I

kid+r~kL1([S]) + 2n

 inf
[S]
 
I +D2
  C

I

kid+rkL1([S]) + 2n

  2r

1 +
2nC


I
> 0 for all r > 0 small enough.
Let m = minSnB(~x)fu(x) (x)g, where  > 0 is small. Note that m > 0. Fix 0 <  < m
and set
E := fx 2 S : u(x)   < (x)g :
It is easy to see that E  B(~x)  S , because if jx  ~xj  , then u(x)  (x)  m, so that
x 62 E. Note also that E # f~xg as ! 0+ and u   =  on @E.
Now it follows from (5.6) that
R
@c(u;S)(E)
g(y)dy =
R
E
f(x)dx. But as a consequence of
the proof of Lemma 3.3 and the fact (x)  u(x)   for x 2 S n E, we get
@c(; S)(E)  @c(u  ; S)(E) = @c(u; S)(E):
Therefore we obtainZ
E
g(x Dc( r)) det  I +D2c( r)D2 dx = Z
@c(;S)(E)
g(y)dy 
Z
E
f(x)dx;
where the rst equality is due to (2.5) and the fact  is c-convex in S. Next, because f and
g are continuous, we can let ! 0 to obtain
M[]  f at ~x;
as desired.
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6 Comparison arguments
After a careful understanding of viscosity solutions for the equation M[u] = f , our next
aim is to show a comparison principle, that is one of the main ingredients in the proof of
Theorem 1.1. We remind the reader of our setting:
M[u] := g(x+ru+G(ru)) det
 
I +D2u+H(ru)(D2u); (6.1)
where G and H in particular satisfy
kH(ru)kL1 
C

krukL1(
) ; kG(ru)kL1 
C

kruk2L1(
) : (6.2)
Since viscosity solutions are expected to be stable with respect to a small perturbation, u
should be close to a Monge-Ampere solution if [
] is close to 
 (that is, 
 is almost convex)
and  is large enough.
6.1 Comparison principle for viscosity solutions
It is well known that for viscosity solutions:
Proposition 6.1. Let f 2 C(
) and g 2 C(
0). Suppose that w 2 C2([
])\C(
) is a function
in the admissible class for the operator M in 
. Then:
(i) Let U  
 be open. If u 2 C(
) is a viscosity supersolution of M[u] = f in U relative
to 
 and M[w] > f at any point x 2 U satisfying x rc( rw(x)) 2 
0, then
min


fu  wg = min

nU
fu  wg:
(ii) If u 2 C(
) is a viscosity subsolution of M[u] = f and M[w] < f at any point x 2 

satisfying x rc( rw(x)) 2 
0, then
max


fu  wg = max
@

fu  wg:
Proof. For the rst statement, suppose by contradiction min
fu wg < min
nUfu wg. Then
there exists x0 2 U such that u(x0) w(x0) = min
fu wg, and so u w has a minimum in

 at x0. Notice that x0  rc( rw(x0)) 2 
0 by the remark after Denition 5.1. Therefore
it follows from the denition of viscosity supersolution that
M[w]  f at x0:
This is a contradiction with the initial hypothesis. The second statement follows in a similar
manner.
Then our main comparison result is:
Theorem 6.2. Let B1  
  Bn be a domain in Rn, not necessarily convex, but such that
dist(x; @[
])  d

8x 2 @
: (6.3)
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Let u 2 C(
) be a solution (in the sense precised below) of the problem
M[u] = f in 
;
u(x) =  c(x) on @
; (6.4)
where M is the operator dened in (2.10) satisfying (2.11). Consider also the cq-convex
solution w 2 C3(
) \ C(
) of(
det
 
I +D2w

= 1 in V := N
( d)
 [
];
w =  12 jxj2 on @V;
(6.5)
where 0 <   1. Assume also that
1. For some  > 0 and 0 <  < 1,
jf(x)  1j   in 
 and jg(y)  1j   jyj in @locc u(
): (6.6)
2. For a universal constant Cn given precisely in the proof,
Cn
d

  (n 1)2+n 2
n

h
 +
1

d

n 2
n
( 1)i  1: (6.7)
Then we have that:
(i) If u is a viscosity subsolution in 
, then
u  w + C

d

 2
n
in 
: (6.8)
(ii) If u is a viscosity supersolution in 
 relative to 
 for some   0, then
u  w  
h
m + C

d

(n 1)2 i
in 
; (6.9)
where m := k@cu(
n
)kL1.
In case that [
] (equivalently V ) not strictly convex, we can modify V slightly so that
V is strictly convex and still V  N
( d)
 [
]. Now we note that w exists because w =
1
2 jxj2+w is the solution of a standard Monge-Ampere equation with smooth right hand side
and homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data, and thus, w 2 C3(V ) and it is strictly convex.
However, the estimates on w (in particular, Pogorelov estimates for the second derivatives)
are not uniform up to the boundary. To handle this issue, we will use Proposition 6.3 and
Proposition 6.4 below concerning the behavior of w near the boundary when we do not have
extra information on the domain.
The following is a barrier argument by Caarelli [6]:
Proposition 6.3. Let 
1  Bn be a convex domain in Rn and w 2 C(
1) be a generalized
solution of the Monge-Ampere equation
det(D2 w)  1 in 
1;
w = 0 on @
1:
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Then
w(x)   C(n) dist(x; @
1) 2n if n  3;
and
w(x)   C() dist(x; @
1) for any  2 (0; 1) if n = 2:
We also have a Pogorelov type estimate for the second derivatives of solutions for a Monge-
Ampere equation. Although it is well known that in the interior of the domain, the Hessian
matrix of the solution is positive denite, the constants deteriorate at the boundary. The
next lemma by Caarelli-Li [3] quanties this deterioration.
Proposition 6.4. Let 
1  Rn be an open convex subset satisfying B1  
1  Bn, and let
w 2 C2(
1) \ C(
1) be a convex solution of
det(D2 w) = 1 in 
1;
w = 0 on @
1:
Then D2 w(x)  C 0(n) dist(x; @
1)1 n for n  3
and D2 w(x)  C 0() dist(x; @
1)1  2 for n = 2;
where  is any real number in (0; 1).
Proof of Theorem 6.2: Without loss of generality, assume that n  3. The proof reduces
to nding suitable smooth sub and supersolutions of the problem M[u] = f , and using the
comparison principle for viscosity solutions given in Proposition 6.1 in the domain 
.
Let w be the solution of problem (6.5). We will show that the functions
w  = w + 2 jxj2 and w+ = w   2 jxj2
are a sub and a supersolution, respectively, of problem (6.4), for a suitable  > 0 which will
be determined later. In the following, we denote w := 12 jxj2 + w and m := kr wkL1([
]).
Observe that w is the unique convex function satisfying
detD2 w = 1 in V;
w = 0 on @V:
By the hypothesis for f and g, we have that
jf(x)  1j   (6.10)
and gx+rw  x+G(rw  x)  1   (2 m+ 2n): (6.11)
We note that to obtain the estimate (6.11), we have also used the fact C m=  1 which is a
consequence of the estimate for m given in the Step 3 below and our assumption (6.7).
Step 1. Construction of a supersolution. We show rst that w+ is in the admissible
class for the operator M in 
 (see Denition 5.1) and that the matrix
A+ := I +D2c( rw+)D2w+ = I +D2w   I + (D2w   I)H(rw   x)
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is positive denite. Indeed, we can write
A+ = D2 w[I +H]  I   (1 + )H
 12D2 w   I   2 jHj I
=

1
4D
2 w   I+ 14D2 w   2 jHj I :
Moreover, it follows from the hypothesis (6.2) for H that
jHj  C( m+ 2n)

 
4
; (6.12)
for a suitable choice of . Therefore,
A+  2 14D2 w   I : (6.13)
Since det(D2 w) = 1, an upper bound for the eigenvalues of D2 w, given in Proposition 6.4,
implies a lower bound. In fact,
D2 w(x) 

1
C 0ndist(x; @V )1 n
n 1
I  1
C 0n

d

(n 1)2
I > 4I for all x 2 [
]: (6.14)
For this choice of , looking at (6.13), we obtain thatA+ is positive denite in 
. Furthermore,
(6.14) together with the second inequality in (6.12) gives
inf
[
]
D2 w > I +
C

I

m+ kidkL1([
]) + 2n

:
implying that w+ satises (5.1), i.e., w+ is in the admissible class.
Now we check that w+ is indeed a supersolution. It remains to show that
M[w
+] < f (6.15)
for
M[w
+] = g

x+rw   x+G(rw   x)

det(A+):
We compute
(I +H)(I +D2w) = A+ + 2I +


2I + (1 + )H

: (6.16)
Because jHj  4 by the choice of  from (6.12), we have that the term 2I + (1 + )H is
positive denite. On the other hand, given any two positive denite matrices A1, A2,
det
1
n (A1 +A2)  det 1n (A1) + det 1n (A2):
Consequently, from (6.16) we obtain that
1 +

4
 det 1n (I +H)  det 1n (A+) + 
2
;
yielding
det(A+) 

1  
4
n
 1  n8 :
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Finally, using the bounds for f; g from (6.10) and (6.11),
M[w
+] = g

x+rw   x+G(rw   x)

det(A+)


1 + (2 m+ 2n)
 
1  n
8


< 1    f
given a suitable choice of
  16
n
(2 m+ 2n): (6.17)
Then (6.15) follows as desired.
Step 2. Construction of a subsolution. We now check that w  is a subsolution. As
w  is obviously in the admissible class for the operator M in 
, we only need to show
M[w
 ] > f . We compute
M[w
 ] = g
 
x+rw + x+G(rw + x) det(A )
for
A  := I +D2w + I + (D2w + I)H(rw + x):
If we choose  satisfy (6.12), then we know that the following matrices D2 w, 4I + H and

2I   H + H are positive denite because of the estimate jH(rw + x)j  C( m+2n)  4 .
Consequently,
A  =
 
1  4

D2 w +
 

4I +H

D2 w + 2I +


2I  H + H
   1  4D2 w + 2I:
Thus the matrix A  is positive denite. Moreover by using the bounds for f; g from (6.10)
and (6.11) we obtain the desired conclusion
M[w
 ] 

1  (2 m+ 2n)

1 +

4
n  1  (2 m+ 2n)1 + n
4

> 1 +   f;
where  is chosen as in (6.17). Note that in the above estimate for w  we actually do not
need a uniform estimate of D2 w as in the case of w+.
Step 3. Choice of .
We now check that all the conditions on  given in (6.12), (6.14) and (6.17) are compatible.
Let us take
 :=
1
4C 0n

d

(n 1)2
(6.18)
which guarantees (6.14). To see that this choice of  also satises (6.12) and (6.17), we rst
observe that Proposition 6.3 implies
m  Cndist([
]; @V ) 2n 1  Cn

d

 2 n
n

:
Therefore, both (6.12) and (6.17) hold provided that
Cn
1


d

 2 n
n



d

(n 1)2
and Cn

d

 2 n
n



d

(n 1)2
:
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But these are true thanks to the hypothesis (6.7).
Step 4. Completion of the proof. The proof of the theorem is completed using the
comparison principle for viscosity solutions of Proposition 6.1 and the initial hypothesis on
u, which guarantee that
(u  w)(x)  max
@

fu  w+g   2 jxj2 ; for all x 2 
; (6.19)
and
min

n

fu  w g+ 2 jxj2  (u  w)(x); for all x 2 
: (6.20)
Let us estimate the boundary values for u w+ and u w . Recall that w(x) = 12 jxj2+
w(x) and u(x) =  c(x) =  12 jxj2   1E(x) on @
. Hence
u(x)  w+(x) = u(x)  w(x) + 2 jxj2 =   w(x) 
1

E(x) + 2 jxj2 on @
:
We are going to use Proposition 6.3 to estimate the behavior of w near @V . In particular,
for x 2 @
,
w(x)   C dist(x; @V ) 2n   C
d

+
 d

 2n   C d

 2
n
;
where we have used the assumption (6.3) and the denition of V in the second inequality. It
follows that
u(x)  w+(x)  C

d

 2
n
+
C

+ C  C

d

 2
n
for x 2 @
 (6.21)
by our choice of  in (6.18). From (6.19) and (6.21) we conclude (6.8).
To estimate the values of u   w  on 
 n 
 , let u := u + c. Then for x1; x2 2 
, by
taking yi 2 @cu(xi) it is easy to see that ju(x1)  u(x2)j  max fjy1j; jy2jgjx1 x2j+ C . Hence
it follows from the denition of m that
ju(x)  u(y)j  mjx  yj+ C

for all x; y 2 
 n 
 :
As a consequence of this and as u  u  12 jxj2   C , we obtain
u(x)  w(x)  u(x)  w(x)  C

  m  C

8x 2 
 n 
 (6.22)
taking into account that u  0 on @
 and w  0. Hence, we have for x 2 
 n 
 ,
u(x)  w (x) = u(x)  w(x)  2 jxj2   m 
C

  C 
2
  m  C:
This together with (6.20) yields (6.9) and the theorem is proved.
Remark. In the proof of Theorem 6.2, it might happen that x  rc( rw(x)) does not
belong to the domain of g for some x in 
. Therefore, M[w
] is not well dened at those x.
However we do not have any problem since to apply Proposition 6.1 in Step 4 above we only
need to check M[w
+] < f and M[w
 ] > f at points x where x rc( rw(x)) 2 
0.
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6.2 Sections are round
Here we compare sections S(u; x0) of u to those of a solution of a Monge-Ampere equation.
Let [
] be the convex hull of 
 and w be the solution of
det
 
I +D2w

= 1 in [
]
w =  12 jx  y0j2 on @[
];
(6.23)
which is given by w = w + 12 jx  y0j2 where w is the unique convex solution of detD2 w = 1
in [
] and w = 0 on @[
].
Note that in Theorem 4.7 we already have a preliminary control of the sections of u.
However, we would like to obtain a more precise estimate using the comparison principle
from Theorem 6.2, that allows us to say that w is a good approximation for u, and this
approximation may be quantied explicitly. In the following three lemmas, we compare
sections of u and w by assuming in advance that ku   wk is small. We remind the reader
that the -section of u was dened in (2.12) and (2.13), while the sections for w are dened
in (4.13) and (4.14).
Lemma 6.5. Let B1  
  [
]  Bn be a domain. Let u 2 C(
) be a c-convex function
and y0 2 @cu(
). Consider w be the solution of (6.23), and u, w be dened as above. Assume
that we have proved that
ku  wkL1(
)   (6.24)
for some  > 0. There exist some dimensional constants n > 0, 0 > 0, 0 > 0 and C > 0
such that if
dist (x; @[
])  n
2
for all x 2 @
 (6.25)
and x0 2 
 is a minimum point of u in 
, then we have
T C1=2(w; x0)  S(u; x0)  T+C1=2(w; x0)  
 n
4
(6.26)
for all   0,   02.
Proof. Recall that w is the convex function satisfying detD2 w = 1 in [
] and w = 0 on @[
].
Let x 2 [
] be the point where w attains its minimum value in [
]; it exists because w is
a strictly convex function (see [6]). We would like to say that x and x0 stay away from the
boundary of 
. Indeed, [22, Proposition 3.2.3] gives an estimate for the value of w at its
minimum, j w(x)j  Cn, Cn dimensional constant, and from Alexandro's maximum principle
[22, Theorem 1.4.2], we get that dist(x; @[
])  n, n universal constant. It then follows
from the assumption (6.25) that dist(x; @
)  n2 . Consequently, we obtain from (6.24) that
w(x)    w(x0)    u(x0)  u(x)  w(x) + , i.e.,
ju(x0)  w(x)j  : (6.27)
Since w(x0)  w(x)+2   Cn if  is small enough, we conclude from Alexandro's maximum
principle that dist(x0; @[
])  n. In particular, dist(x0; @
)  n2 by (6.25).
In [
]n := fx 2 [
] : dist(x; @[
])  ng, we can use Pogorelov's estimates [22, formula
(4.2.6)], to get that
2
C22
I  D2 w(x)  2
C21
I for all x 2 [
]n : (6.28)
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With these in mind, it is known (see [23], for instance) that
jr w(x0)j  C1=2: (6.29)
We present the proof of (6.29) here for the sake of clarity. First of all, Taylor estimates give
w(x0)  u(x0) = w(x)  u(x0) + 12hD2w()(x0   x); x0   xi (6.30)
for some  between x0 and x. Therefore, since x0; x 2 [
]n , we can use (6.27) and Pogorelov
estimates (6.28) in (6.30) to obtain
jx  x0j  C1=2: (6.31)
On the other hand,
Di w(x0) Di w(x) =  
Z 1
0
D(Di w)(x0 + t(x  x0))  (x  x0) dt;
thus using (6.31) we obtain the desired (6.29).
Now, we would like to say that the sections of w do not approach the boundary of 
.
Using Alexandro principle again we know that T(w; x)  
 n
4
for 0 <  < Cn. Then,
because of (6.24), (6.27) and (6.29), there exist 0, 0 universal constants such that
T(w; x0)  TC1=2+(w; x)  
 n
4
for   02 and   0.
Next, we compare the sections of u and w. Let x 2 S(u; x0). Then, using (2.13), (6.24)
and (6.29), it follows,
w(x)  u(x) +   u(x0) + + 
 w(x0) + hr w(x0); x  x0i+ + 2  hr w(x0); x  x0i
 w(x0) + hr w(x0); x  x0i+ + 2+ 2C1=2
 w(x0) + hr w(x0); x  x0i+ + C1=2:
Hence, x 2 T+C1=2( w) and the second inclusion of (6.26) is proved. The other inclusion is
very similar.
We can also show that u is close to a quadratic polynomial:
Lemma 6.6. In the hypothesis of the previous lemma, there exist a positive denite matrix
M = AtA and a vector p 2 Rn satisfying
detM = 1; 0 < C1I M  C2I; and jpj  C1=2;
such that we have
B(1 C(1=2+ 11=2))p2   1=2TS(u; x0)  B(1+C(1=2+ 11=2))p2 (6.32)
and u(x)   u(x0) + hp; x  x0i+ 12hM(x  x0); x  x0i  C(3=2 + ) (6.33)
for x 2 S(u; x0), where Tx = A(x x0) and u(x) := u(x)+ c(x  y0). Or equivalently for u,u(x)   u(x0) + hp  x0 + y0; x  x0i+ 12h(M   I)(x  x0); x  x0i  C(3=2 + 1=2 + ):
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Proof. The behavior of the sections of the function w follows from the following three claims
(that are proven in [23]).
1. There exist 0 and 0, n, dimensional constants, such that, for   02 and   0,
T(w; x0)  [
]n :
2. There exists n such that if   n and   34, then
@T+(w; x0)  NCp

(@T(w; x0)) and @T (w; x0)  NCp

(@T(w; x0)): (6.34)
3. Let M = D2 w(x0) and E = fx : 12hD2 w(x0)(x   x0); x   x0i  1g. We compare
T(w; x0) with ellipsoids and claim that
@T(w; x0)  NC(@1=2E); (6.35)
for some structural constant C and all 0 <   n. Here the dilation is with respect to
the point x0.
We set 0 := minf0; ng, and let   0,   02. From (6.26) and (6.34), we obtain
@S(u; x0)  NC 1=21=2(@T(w; x0)); (6.36)
which together with (6.35) gives
@S(u; x0)  NC(+ 1=21=2)(@1=2E): (6.37)
We also notice that
@1=2E = x0 +A
 1

@Bp2

; (6.38)
where M = AtA. If we let Tx = A(x  x0), then we have that
T

N

@1=2E

 Bp2+kAk; (6.39)
and
T

N

@1=2E



Bp2 kAk
c
:
Hence taking  = C(+  1=21=2) from (6.37) we get (6.32).
And for the second part of the lemma, using (6.32), the fact that kAk is bounded, and
that   02, we obtain S(u; x0)  BC1=2(x0). Then, taking p = r w(x0) yieldsu(x)  u(x0) + hp; x  x0i+ 12hM(x  x0); x  x0i

 ju(x)  w(x)j+
 w(x)  w(x0)  hp; x  x0i   12hM(x  x0); x  x0i
+ j w(x0)  u(x0)j
 2+ D3 w
L1(B
C1=2
)
jx  x0j3  C(+ 3=2);
as desired. Notice that jpj  C1=2 by (6.29).
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If the boundary of the convex hull of 
 is close to that of Bp2, then we can get better
estimates for M and @S:
Lemma 6.7. In addition to the hypothesis of Lemma 6.5, suppose that 
 is a domain satis-
fying
B(1 )p2  [
]  B(1+)p2
for some 0 <   1. Then, there exist 0 > 0, 0 > 0 which are independent of , a positive
denite matrix M = AtA, and p 2 Rn with
detM = 1; (1 C)jj2  hM; i  (1+C)jj2; jpj  C1=2 and jp x0j  C (6.40)
such that for 0 <   0 and   02 we have
B(1 C(1=2+ 11=2))p2   1=2TS(u; x0)  B(1+C(1=2+ 11=2))p2; (6.41)
and in S(u; x0),u(x)   u(x0) + hp; x  x0i+ 12hM(x  x0); x  x0i  C(3=2 + ); (6.42)
where Tx = A(x  x0) and u(x) := u(x) + c(x  y0). Or equivalently,
u(x)   u(x0) + hp  x0 + y0; x  x0i+ 12h(M   I)(x  x0); x  x0i  C(3=2+ 1=2 + )
in S(u; x0):
Proof. It is similar to that of Lemma 6.6. The only dierence is that since now @[
] 
Np2(@Bp2), we will get the following improvement of (6.35):
@T(w; x0)  NC(@1=2E): (6.43)
To do this, let P (x) = 12 jxj2   1, then detD2P (x) = 1. Since @[
]  Np2(@Bp2), we have
P   3  0  P + 3 on @[
] and by the comparison principle we get k w   PkL1([
])  3.
Since w is smooth, v := w   P satises the following uniformly elliptic linear equation
trace(D(x)D2v) = 0;
where D(x) =
R 1
0 (tD
2 w(x) + (1  t)I) 1 det(tD2 w(x) + (1  t)I) dt. Therefore, by interior
Schauder estimates
k w   PkC2loc  Ck w   PkL1loc  C:
In particular, jp x0j = jD w(x0) DP (x0)j  C and jDij w(x0) ij j  C for 1  i; j  n.
By dierentiating detD2 w(x) = 1, we obtain that the function v = D( w   P ) satises the
linearized equation
trace((D2 w(x)) 1D2v) = 0:
Again by the interior Schauder estimates (C2loc estimates) we get
kD3 wkL1loc = kD3( w   P )kL1loc  CkD( w   P )kL1loc  C: (6.44)
The rest of the proof is standard and follows as in [23, Lemma 1.2].
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Another ingredient that will be used in the iteration process in Section 7 is the following
gradient bound for the sections:
Proposition 6.8. Under the same assumptions and notations as in Lemma 6.5, we have
@locc u(S)  BC(++ 1 )p
+
(y0)
for all   0 and   0.
Proof. Let x 2 [
] be the minimum point of w in [
]. Then we obtain from the regularity of w
and the proofs of Lemma 6.5 and Proposition 4.4 that S  T+2(w; x)  BCp+(x)  
n .
Moreover since ku  wkL1(
)  , we have ku  wkL1(
)   + C . Thus we can apply
Lemma 3.4 with    + C , R := 2C
p
+  and  := ( + C )=C
p
+ . The lemma then
follows from the same arguments as in the proof of Corollary 4.6.
7 C2; estimates
Here we present the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1.1). Let u be a solution of (1.1),
or equivalently (thanks to the results in Subsection 2.2), of
M[u] = f in 
;
@cu(
) = 

0 (7.1)
for some  > 0. Fix 0 > 0, and let

0 := fx 2 
 : dist(x; @
) > 0g :
We will nd 0 and r > 0 depending on 0 and  such that for all   0, and for every point
x0 2 
0 it is possible to construct a second order polynomial in x, call it P0, such that
ju(x)  P0(x)j  C jx  x0j
0 8x 2 Br(x0); (7.2)
for some 0 2 (0; 1) depending only on n,  and chosen later, and C depending only on 0,
n, 1, 2, , 0, kfkC(
1), kgkC


01
, 
 and 
0. The constant 1 > 0 will be made precise
in the proof and depends only on 0 and universal constants.
The proof goes by induction. In the rst step, we will compare the function u with
the solution of an optimal transport problem with quadratic cost. In the successive steps,
once we have localized the problem, the comparison will be with respect to a solution of a
Monge-Ampere equation with homogeneous Dirichlet boundary data.
7.1 Localization
We rst localize the problem in a section so that we have control of the boundary data. Fix
any x0 2 
0 and y0 2 @cu(x0). The notion of sections for u at x0 was dened in (2.12), or
equivalently for u(x) := u(x) + c(x  y0), as in (2.13). Note that x0 is a minimum point for
u in 
.
We make now one further simplication. It is enough to assume that x0 = y0, i.e., that
p0 :=  rc(x0   y0) = 0. This can be achieved by substracting a linear function to the
potential u.
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This rst step in the induction argument was considered in Section 4. In fact, Proposi-
tion 4.1 shows that u is actually close in the L1 norm to a strictly convex function w. It
also implies that the sections of u stay away from the boundary @
. This is done in Propo-
sition 4.4 and Corollary 4.5. These imply, in particular, that there exists a positive constant
1 = 1
 
0; n;1;2;
;

0 satisfying: for all h  1 we can nd 0 > 0 depending on h
such that for all   0, if u is the solution of (7.1) for the cost c, then
Sh(u; x0) := Sh(u; x0; y0)  
c0 :
Now we look at the image set. Note that Proposition 4.3 gives that @cu(
c0
)  
01 for
some small 1 > 0 depending only on 0 and universal constants. Since 

0 is strongly convex
by the assumption, so is 
01 and hence as in Lemma 2.3 we conclude that 

0
1
is c-convex
with respect to 
. It then follows from [27] that @locc u(
c0
)  
01 which allows to restrict
the dependence on g in the arguments to kgkC(
01 ), as stated in the main theorem.
Next, Corollary 4.5 and its subsequent remark (see formulas (4.18) and (4.19)) show
that Sh(u; x0)  BCph(x0) and there exists an ane transformation Tx = Ax + b with
C1  jdetAj
2
n h  C2, kAk  Ch 12 and
A 1  Ch 12 such that
BK(0)  ~
 := TSh(u; x0)  Bn(0) and dist(x; @[~
])  Ch
 1
2

for all x 2 @ ~
:
Let us consider the function
~u(x) :=
1
h

u(T 1x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  h

; for x 2 ~
:
We expect that ~u satises the Monge-Ampere equation:(
~g(x r~c( r~u)) det  I +D2~c( r~u)D2~u = ~f(x) in ~
;
~u(x) =  ~c(x  Ty0) on @ ~
;
(7.3)
for ~f(x) := f(T 1x), ~g(y) := g(T 1y) and
~c(x) :=
1
h
c(T 1x) =
1
2
jxj2 + 1
~
~E(x) with ~ := h
 1
2 :
Equivalently, ~c(z) = 1hc
(hT tz) by the Legendre transform.
We know from Lemma 2.3 that u is a weak solution of (7.1) in the Alexandro sense.
However, its restriction to the section Sh(u; x0) may not be an Alexandro weak solution,
and consequently, neither ~u is a weak solution of (7.3). This is, in general, the main diculty
one needs to overcome. In this regard, Proposition 5.2 easily shows that u is a viscosity
subsolution of M[u] = f in Sh(u; x0). But the crucial ingredient is Corollary 5.4. As
k@cu(Sh(u; x0))k  C by Corollary 4.6, we obtain from Theorem 4.7 and Corollary 5.4 that u
is also a viscosity supersolution of M[u] = f in Sh(u; x0)
Cp
 relative to Sh(u; x0). Therefore
by rescaling and using kAk  Ch 12 , we see that ~u is a viscosity subsolution in ~
 and a
viscosity supersolution in ~
 relative to ~
 of equation (7.3) with  := Ch
 1
2p

= Ch
 3
4p
~
. Another
conclusion that Corollary 5.4 gives us is that ~u is an Alexandro weak solution of (7.3) in ~

relative to ~
. We also have the following observation about the relationship between sections
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of ~u and sections of u: S(~u; x1; y1) = TSh(u; T
 1x1; T 1y1) for all x1 2 ~
; y1 2 @~c~u(x1)
and  > 0 as long as Sh(u; T
 1x1; T 1y1)  Sh(u; x0). Hence for such sections, it follows
from Theorem 4.7 that
S(~u; x1; y1)  TBCph(T 1x1)  BCkTkph(x1)  BCp(x1): (7.4)
We will use the comparison principle for viscosity solutions from Theorem 6.2 to get a
better L1 approximation for ~u. In order to apply this theorem, we rst need to verify the
assumptions. Without loss of generality, we can assume that x0 = y0 = 0 and f(x0) =
g(y0) = 1. We then have
j ~f(x)  1j = jf(T 1x)  f(0)j  jA 1xj  kA 1k jxj  Ch2 jxj for all x 2 ~
:
In particular, k ~f 1kL1(~
)  Ch

2 . On the other hand for y 2 @loc~c ~u(~
) = T@locc u(Sh(u; x0)),
we write y = Tx for x 2 @locc u(Sh(u; x0)) and thus
j~g(y)  1j = jg(x)  g(0)j  Cjx  0j = CjA 1yj  Ch2 jyj:
Therefore, we would like to apply Theorem 6.2 with d = Ch 1,   ~,   ~ := Ch2 and
 > 0 satisfying
 
d
~
) = ~
n^
 , where ^ = ^(n; ) is chosen arbitrary as long as 0 < ^ <

n
 
(n 1)2+n 2
n

 . Notice that   1 because we can assume without loss of generality that
  0  C
h
n^+2
2
ensuring that d~  ~
n^
 . Observe also that condition (6.7) is satised since
Cn
d
~
  (n 1)2+n 2
n

h
~ +
1
~
d
~
n 2
n
( 1)i
 Cn~ 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n

h
~ +
1
d
~
n^
 ~
^

(n 2)( 1)
i
 2Cn~1 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


 1:
Thus as k@~c~u(~
)kL1  C by Corollary 4.6 and  = Ch
 3
4p
~
, we conclude from Theorem 6.2
that
k~u  wkL1(~
)  Cmax
nd
~
 2
n
;
h
 3
4p
~
o
= C
d
~
 2
n
= C ~
2^
 = Ch^ =: 0; (7.5)
where w is the cq-convex solution of(
det
 
I +D2w

= 1 in V := N
~
n^

[
];
w =  12 jx  Ty0j2 on @V:
(Note that Ty0 2 @~c~u(Tx0)). The above estimate holds for any 0 < h  1. We now x
h  1 (and hence 0 is xed) such that 0 = 03, where 0 <   minf0; 1=2g is a universal
constant whose precise value will be determined later and 0; 0 > 0 are the constants given
in Lemma 6.5. In order to prove u is C2;0 at x0, it is enough to prove that its normalization
~u dened in ~
 is C2;0 at Tx0. However for simplicity, from now on we will abuse notations
by writing u, c, , 
, f , g, x0 and y0 for ~u, ~c, ~, ~
, ~f , ~g, Tx0 and Ty0 respectively. In
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particular, we have
BK(0)  
  Bn(0) and dist(x; @[
])  Ch
 1

for all x 2 @
;
u is an Alexandro weak solution in 
0 relative to 
 with 0 :=
Ch
 3
4p

; (7.6)
S(u; x1; y1)  BCp(x1) for all x1 2 S(u; x0); y1 2 @cu(x1) and  > 0 small; (7.7)
jf(x)  1j  ~jxj 8x 2 
 and jg(y)  1j  ~jyj 8y 2 @locc u(
);
1

 hn^+32 :
Dene
u(x) := u(x) + c(x  y0); for x 2 
:
7.2 Induction
To show that u (equivalently u) is C2;0 at the point x0, we will compare smaller and smaller
sections S(u; x0) of u with those of a solution w of a Monge-Ampere equation with Dirichlet
boundary data. The precise inductive procedure will be carried out next.
First induction step. As a consequence of (7.5) and Lemma 6.6 we can nd a transfor-
mation T1x = A1(x  x0), where A1 is a unitary matrix, such that C1jxj2  jA1xj2  C2jxj2
and
B(1 1)
p
2   1=2T1S(u; x0)  B(1+1)p2; with 1 := C(1=2 +  1
1=2
0 ): (7.8)
Moreover,u(x)   u(x0) + hp1; x  x0i+ 12hM1(x  x0); x  x0i  C(3=2 + 0) in S(u; x0);
where M1 := A
t
1A1 and p1 is some vector satisfying jp1j  C1=20 .
Now consider the rescaled function
u1(x) :=
1

h
u(1=2T 11 x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  
i
; x 2 
1 :=  1=2T1S(u; x0):
If ujS(u;x0) were a viscosity solution of g(x   rc( ru)) det
 
I +D2c( ru)D2u = f(x)
in S(u; x0), then u1 would be a viscosity solution of the following Monge-Ampere equation:(
g1(x rc1( ru1)) det
 
I +D2c1( ru1)D2u1

= f1(x) in 
1;
u1(x) =  c1(x    12T1y0) on @
1;
(7.9)
for
f1(x) := f(
1=2T 11 x); g1(y) := g(
1=2T 11 y)
and
c1(x) :=
1

c(1=2T 11 x) =
1
2
jxj2 + 1
1
E1(x) with
1
1
:=
1=2

:
The denition of c1 implies that c

1(z) =
1
c
  1=2T t1z. It also becomes clear now from (7.9)
that the boundary values of u1 are controlled.
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Proposition 5.2 establishes that u is a viscosity subsolution of M[u] = f in S(u; x0).
Moreover by using (7.5) and the fact Ch^ = 0 = 0
3, we obtain from Proposition 6.8 that
m1 := k@cu(S(u; x0))kL1  C1=2. Hence (7.6), (7.7) and Corollary 5.4 yield that u is
also a viscosity supersolution of M[u] = f in S(u; x0)
Cp
 relative to S(u; x0). When we
rescale and using kA1k 
p
C2, we then know that u1 is a viscosity subsolution in 
1 and
viscosity supersolution solution in 
1 relative to 
1 of equation (7.9) for  := CC
1
2
2 
 1
2 =
p
 =
CC
1
2
2 
 3
4 =
p
1. Likewise u1 is also an Alexandro weak solution of (7.9) in 


1 relative to

1. Furthermore by using (7.7) and the same arguments leading to (7.4), we have
S(u1; x1; y1)  
 1
2 T1BCp(
1
2T 11 x1)  BCkA1kp(x1) (7.10)
for all x1 2 
1, y1 2 @c1u1(x1) and  > 0 as long as S(u; 
1
2T 11 x1; 
1
2T 11 y1)  S(u; x0).
Notice that we can apply Proposition 3.2 to say,
dist(x; @[S(u; x0)])  C

for all x 2 @S(u; x0);
and after rescaling,
dist(x; @[
1])  
 1
2 kA1kC

 C
p
C2
 1
1
8x 2 @
1:
We have
jf1(x)  1j = jf( 12T 11 x)  1j  ~

2 jA 11 xj  ~(C 11 )

2 jxj = 1jxj 8x 2 
1; (7.11)
where 1 := ~(C
 1
1 )

2  ~. Also as  12T 11 @locc1 u1(
1) = @locc u(S(u; x0)),
jg1(y)  1j = jg( 12T 11 y)  1j  ~

2 jA 11 yj  1jyj for all y 2 @locc1 u1(
1): (7.12)
Therefore, we would like to apply Theorem 6.2 with d = C
p
C2
 1,   1,   1 and
 > 0 satisfying
 
d
1
) = 
n^

1 . Notice that   1 because our condition on ^ yields
d
1
=
C
p
C2
1=2 1

 C
p
C2
1=2 1h
n^+2
2  C( 3^  1+n^2 )
n^

1  
n^

1 (7.13)
and
1
1
=

1
2

 Chn^+12 (h) (1 )2 [1 (n 2)^]1
^

(n 2)(1 )
1  1
^

(n 2)(1 )
1 : (7.14)
Observe also that condition (6.7) is satised since
Cn
 d
1
  (n 1)2+n 2
n

h
1 +
1
1
 d
1
n 2
n
( 1)i
 Cn 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


1
h
1 + 1
^

(n 2)(1 )
1 
^

(n 2)( 1)
1
i
 2Cn1 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


1  2Cn~1 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


 1:
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We have checked all the hypotheses necessary to apply the comparison principle from Theo-
rem 6.2. Thus as k@c1u1(
1)kL1 = k 1=2T1@cu(S(u; x0))kL1  C by Proposition 6.8 and
 = CC
1
2
2 
 3
4 =
p
1, we conclude from Theorem 6.2 that
ku1   w1kL1(
1)  Cmax
n d
1
 2
n
;
C
1
2
2 
 3
4p
1
o
= C
2^

1 =: 1; (7.15)
where w1 is the cq-convex solution of(
det
 
I +D2w1

= 1 in V := N

n^

1
[
1];
w1 =  12
x   12 T1y02 on @V:
Then as 1  0  02, Lemma 6.7 (now centered at x0 = 0) shows the existence of a positive
denite matrix M = AtA and a vector p 2 Rn satisfying
detM = 1; (1  C1)I M  (1 + C1)I; jpj  C1
such that
B(1 2)
p
2   1=2AS(u1; 0)  B(1+2)p2; with 2 := C(11=2 +  1
1=2
1 ): (7.16)
Moreoveru1(x)   u1(0) + hp; xi+ 12hMx; xi  C(13=2 + 1) in S(u1; 0); (7.17)
where
u1(x) := u1(x) + c1(x  
 1
2 T1y0) =
1

h
u(1=2T 11 x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  
i
:
LetM2 := A
t
1MA1, A1 is computed in the previous step. SinceM2 M1 = At1(M I)A1,
we have that kM2  M1k  kA1k2 kM   Ik  C1. Also, because M = AtA, we have that
(1 C1) jxj2  jAxj2  (1+C1) jxj2. If we let A2 := AA1, then M2 = At2A2 and therefore,
C(1  C1) jxj2  (1  C1) jA1xj2  jAA1xj2  (1 + C1) jA1xj2  C(1 + C1) jxj2 ;
that is kA2k2  C(1 + C1) and
A 12 2  1=C(1  C1).
On the other hand, S(u1; 0) = 
 1=2T1S2(u; x0). It follows from (7.16) that
B(1 2)
p
2   1T2S2(u; x0)  B(1+2)p2; (7.18)
for T2x := A2(x  x0). Moreover, from (7.17), letting x =  1=2T1z we obtainu(z)   u(x0) + hp2; zi+ 12hM2z; zi  C13=2 + 1 for all z 2 S2(u; x0);
where p2 := 
1=2At1p and so jp2j  C1=21.
We are now in good shape to iterate the induction process, that will be explained in
the following paragraphs. The crucial observation is that problem (7.9) is better than the
original one in the sense that the rescaled cost c1 is closer to the quadratic one by a factor 
1=2.
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Second induction step. We let
u2(x) =
1
2

u(T 12 x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  2

; x 2 
2 :=  1T2S2(u; x0):
Recall from (7.18) that B(1 2)
p
2  
2  B(1+2)p2. We know that u1 is a viscosity subso-
lution of g1(x   rc1( ru1)) det
 
I +D2c1( ru1)D2u1

= f1 in S(u1; 0). Moreover as
m2 := k@c1u1(S(u1; 0))kL1  C
p
+ 1  Cp by the estimate (7.15) and Proposi-
tion 6.8, it follows from (7.10) and Corollary 5.4 that u1 is also a viscosity supersolution
in S(u1; 0)
CkA1kp
1 relative to S(u1; 0) of the same equation. Also u2(x) =
1
u1(
1=2A 1x),

2 = 
 1=2AS(u1; 0) and kAk 
p
C2, where the matrix A is given in the previous step.
Therefore by rescaling we see that u2 is a viscosity subsolution in 
2 and viscosity superso-
lution solution in 
2 relative to 
2 with  := CC2
 1=2=
p
1 of the equation(
g2(x rc2( ru2)) det
 
I +D2c2( ru2)D2u2

= f2(x) in 
2;
u2(x) =  c2(x   1T2y0) on @
2;
for
f2(x) := f1(
1=2A 1x) = f(T 12 x); g2(y) := g1(
1=2A 1y) = g(T 12 y)
and
c2(x) :=
1

c1(
1=2A 1x) =
1
2
c(T 12 x) =
1
2
jxj2 + 1
2
E2(x) with
1
2
:=
1=2
1
=


:
Likewise u2 is also an Alexandro weak solution of the equation in 


2 relative to 
2. It also
follows from (7.7) that
S(u2; x1; y1)   1T2BCp2(T 12 x1)  BCkA2kp(x1) (7.19)
for all x1 2 
2, y1 2 @c2u2(x1) and  > 0 as long as S2(u; T 12 x1; T 12 y1)  S2(u; x0).
Moreover, Proposition 3.2 and the fact 
2 = 
 1=2AS(u1; 0) give
dist(x; @[
2])  
 1
2 kAk C
1
 C
p
C2
 1
2
8x 2 @
2:
We have from (7.11) that
jf2(x)  1j = jf1( 12A 1x)  1j  12 jA 1xj  2jxj for all x 2 
2;
where 2 := 1(C
 1
1 )

2 = ~(C 11 )
  1. Also as  12A 1@locc2 u2(
2) = @locc1 u1(S(u1; 0)),
(7.12) gives
jg2(y)  1j = jg1( 12A 1y)  1j  12 jA 1yj  2jyj for all y 2 @locc2 u2(
2):
Therefore, we may apply Theorem 6.2 with d = C
p
C2
 1,   2,   2 and  > 0
satisfying
 
d
2
) = 
n^

2 . Notice that   1 because it follows from (7.13) and (7.14) that
d
2
= 
1
2
d
1
  12 
n^

1 = C
n^
2
1 
1 n^
2 
n^

2  
n^

2
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and
1
2
=

1
2
1
  12 1
^

(n 2)(1 )
1 = C
1
2
 
+^(n 2)(1 )

1 
(1 )
2
[1 (n 2)^]2
^

(n 2)(1 )
2
 2
^

(n 2)(1 )
2 :
These also imply that condition (6.7) is satised since
Cn
 d
2
  (n 1)2+n 2
n

h
2 +
1
2
 d
2
n 2
n
( 1)i
 2Cn1 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


2  2Cn
1 n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


1  1:
Thus as k@c2u2(
2)kL1 = k 1=2A@c1u1(S(u1; 0))kL1  C by Proposition 6.8 and  =
CC2
 3=4=
p
2, we conclude from Theorem 6.2 that
ku2   w2kL1(
2)  Cmax
n d
2
 2
n
;
C2
 3
4p
2
o
= C
2^

2 =: 2;
where w2 is the cq-convex solution of(
det
 
I +D2w2

= 1 in V := N

n^

2
[
2];
w2 =  12
x   1T2y02 on @V:
Then as 2  1  0  02, Lemma 6.7 shows the existence of a positive denite matrix
M = AtA and a vector p 2 Rn satisfying
detM = 1; (1  C2)I M  (1 + C2)I; jpj  C2
such that
B(1 3)
p
2   1=2AS(u2; 0)  B(1+3)p2; with 3 := C(21=2 +  1
1=2
2 ); (7.20)
together withu2(x)   u2(0) + hp; xi+ 12hMx; xi  C(23=2 + 2) in S(u2; 0); (7.21)
where
u2(x) := u2(x) + c2(x   1T2y0) = 1
2

u(T 12 x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  2

:
Let M3 := A
t
2MA2, where the matrix A2 comes from the previous case. As before,
M3  M2 = At2(M   I)A2, so that kM3  M2k  kA2k2 kM   Ik  C(1 + C1)2, and also,
(1 C2) jxj2  jAxj2  (1+C2)2 jxj2. If we let A3 := AA2, thenM3 = At3A3 and therefore,
C(1  C1)(1  C2) jxj2  (1  C2) jA2xj2  jA3xj2
= jAA2xj2  (1 + C2) jA2xj2  C(1 + C1)(1 + C2) jxj2 ;
that is
kA3k2  C(1 + C1)(1 + C2) and
A 13 2  1C(1  C1)(1  C2) :
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Since S(u2; 0) = 
 1T2S3(u; x0), it follows from (7.20) that for T3x := A3(x  x0),
B(1 3)
p
2   
3
2T3S3(u; x0)  B(1+3)p2:
Also by changing variables x =  1T2z, we obtain from from (7.21) thatu(z)   u(x0) + hp3; zi+ 12hM3z; zi  C2 23=2 + 2 for all z 2 S3(u; x0);
where p3 := A
t
2p and so jp3j  C
p
C(1 + C1) 2.
The general induction step. It is clear from above steps that how the induction process
continues. The main point is the following: while the gradient of uk deteriorates by a factor
of k=2 (bad!) with respect to the gradient of the original u, on the other hand the cost ck is
closer to quadratic by the same factor (good!). The strategy is to nd the right compensation
between the two facts.
Let us explain the main details of the k-th step given the (k   1)-th step. From the
(k   1)-th step, we have
kuk 1   wk 1kL1(
k 1)  C
2^

k 1 =: k 1; (7.22)
where 
k 1 :=  
k 1
2 Tk 1Sk 1(u; x0),
uk 1(x) :=
1
k 1

u(
k 1
2 T 1k 1x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  k 1

and wk 1 is the cq-convex solution of8<: det
 
I +D2wk 1

= 1 in V := N

n^

k 1
[
k 1];
wk 1 =  12
x    k 12 Tk 1y02 on @V:
Also there is a positive denite matrix Mk = A
t
kAk such that for Tkx := Ak(x  x0),
B(1 k)
p
2   
k
2TkSk(u; x0)  B(1+k)p2:
To continue the process, we consider the rescaling function
uk(x) :=
1
k
h
u(
k
2T 1k x)  u(x0)  c(x0   y0)  k
i
; x 2 
k :=  
k
2TkSk(u; x0): (7.23)
Note that the rescaled uk satises a Monge-Ampere equation (in the sense discussed in
the above two steps) with a new cost ck, i.e.,(
gk(x rck( ruk)) det
 
I +D2ck( ruk)D2uk

= fk(x) in 
k;
uk(x) =  ck(x   
k
2Tky0) on @
k;
for
fk(x) := fk 1(
1
2A 1x) = f(
k
2T 1k x); gk(y) := gk 1(
1
2A 1y) = g(
k
2T 1k y) (7.24)
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and
ck(x) :=
1

ck 1(
1
2A 1x) =
1
k
c(
k
2T 1k x) or equivalently c

k(z) =
1
k
c


k
2T tkz

;
where the matrix A is given precisely in the (k   1)-th step which in particular satisfy
Ak = AAk 1, kAk 
p
C2 and kA 1k  C 1=21 . Because kA 1k is universally bounded, we
can write
ck(x) =
1
2
jxj2 + 1
k
Ek(x) with
1
k
:=
1=2
k 1
=
k=2

for some
jEk(x)j  C jxj3 ; jrEk(x)j  C jxj2 ; jD2Ek(x)j  C jxj :
We write
Mk [uk] = fk
for
Mk [uk] := gk (x+ruk +Gk(ruk)) det

I +D2uk + (D
2uk)Hk(ruk)

where Hk and Gk satisfy for some universal constant C,
kHk(ruk)kL1  C
k
krukkL1(
k) ; kGk(ruk)kL1 
C
k
krukk2L1(
k) : (7.25)
First observe that Proposition 3.2 and the fact 
k = 
 1=2AS(uk 1; 0) give
dist(x; @[
k])  
 1
2 kAk C
k 1
 C
p
C2
 1
k
8x 2 @
k:
Next since 
1
2A 1
k = 
k 1, we obtain from the (k   1)-th step that
jfk(x)  1j = jfk 1(
1
2A 1x)  1j  k 1

2 jA 1xj  kjxj for all x 2 
k;
where k := k 1(C 11 )

2  k 1. Similarly as  12A 1@locck uk(
k) = @locck 1uk 1(S(uk 1; 0)),
jgk(y)  1j = jgk 1(
1
2A 1y)  1j  k 1

2 jA 1yj  kjyj for all y 2 @locck uk(
k):
We apply Theorem 6.2 with d = C
p
C2
 1,   k,   k and  > 0 satisfying
 
d
k
) =

n^

k . Notice that the constant d is the same for all steps. Also   1 because it follows from
the (k   1)-th step that
d
k
= 
1
2
d
k 1
  12 
n^

k 1 = C
n^
2
1 
1 n^
2 
n^

k  
n^

k
and
1
k
=

1
2
k 1
  12 k 1
^

(n 2)(1 )
k 1 = C
1
2
 
+^(n 2)(1 )

1 
(1 )
2
[1 (n 2)^]k
^

(n 2)(1 )
k
 k
^

(n 2)(1 )
k :
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These also imply that condition (6.7) is satised because
Cn
 d
k
  (n 1)2+n 2
n

h
k +
1
k
 d
k
n 2
n
( 1)i
 2Cn1 
n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


k  2Cn
1 n^

 
(n 1)2+n 2
n


k 1  1:
Now use Theorem 6.2 with  = CC
k
2
2 
 3
4 =
p
k and continue the same procedure as done in
the rst and second steps. Observe that we always have
k := Cmax
n d
k
 2
n
;
C
k
2
2 
 3
4p
k
o
= Cmax
n

2^

k ;

 3
4p

(C22)
k
4
o
= C
2^

k
because 
2^

k =
~
2^
 (C 11 )
k^ and ^ < 1=4.
Conclusion. The above induction process allows to construct a sequence of matrices Mk =
AtkAk, transformations Tk, vectors pk 2 Rn, and polynomials Pk(x), k  1, such that
1. detMk = 1; kMk+1  Mkk  C(1 + C1)    (1 + Ck 1)k,
2. kAkk2  C(1 + C1)    (1 + Ck 1); kA 1k k2  C[(1  C1)    (1  Ck 1)] 1,
3. B(1 k)
p
2   k=2TkSk(u; x0)  B(1+k)p2,
4. ku(x)  Pk(x)kL1(S
k
(u;x0))
 Ck 1(k 13=2 + k 1),
5. jpkj  C k 12
p
(1 + C1)    (1 + Ck 2) k 1,
where
1. Pk(x) := u(x0) + hpk; x  x0i+ 12hMk(x  x0); x  x0i,
2. 0 = 0
3 and k = C
2^

k = 0(C
 1
1 )
k^ for k  1,
3. 0 = 1 and k = C(k 11=2 +  1
1=2
k 1) for k  1.
We would like to estimate k. First choose  small enough such that 1 = C(1+
1
2
0 )
1
2 <
1. Then as the sequence fkg1k=1 is decreasing to 0, it is clear that the sequence fkg1k=1 is
decreasing to 0 as well.
By induction we see that for all k  1
k = (C
p
)k +
C

(C
p
)k 1
k 1X
i=0
(C
p
) i1=2i
= (C
p
)k +
C
1=2
0

(C
p
)k 1
k 1X
i=0

C 1C
 ^
2
1 
^ 1
2
i
 (Cp)k + C
1=2
0

(C
p
)k 1
C kC
 k^
2
1 
k(^ 1)
2
C 1C
 ^
2
1 
^ 1
2
 C^(C 11 )
k^
2 :
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Thus
P1
i=1 i is convergent and hence
Q1
i=1 (1 + Ci) and
Q1
i=1 (1  Ci) converge to
some positive numbers since Ci  1=2 for all i large. Consequently, we obtain the following
estimates for all k  1:
kAkk  C; kA 1k k  C; jpkj  C 
k 1
2 (C 11 )
(k 1)^
2 and kMk+1  Mkk  C(C 11 )
k^
2 :
It follows that Mk is a Cauchy sequence and hence Mk ! M for some matrix M and
pk ! 0 as k !1. So if we let P0(x) := u(x0) + hM(x  x0); (x  x0)i, then Pk(x)! P0(x)
pointwise in Rn. Recall also from Theorem 4.7 that BCk=2(x0)  Sk(u; x0) for all k  1.
Therefore, for any l = 1; 2; ::: and for any x 2 BCl=2(x0)  Sl(u; x0), we obtain
ju(x)  P0(x)j  ju(x)  Pl(x)j+ jPl(x)  P0(x)j
 Cl 1(l 13=2 + l 1) + kplk jx  x0j+
1X
k=l
jh(Mk  Mk+1)(x  x0); (x  x0)ij
 C 0l 1(C 11 )
(l 1)^
2 + C 0l
1X
k=l
(C 11 )
k^
2  C 00l(C 11 )
l^
2  C 00 l2 (2+0);
where the last inequality holds if we choose 0 < 0 < ^ (note that C1 < 1). This yields (7.2)
as desired and we conclude that u is C2;0 at x0 for any 0 < 0 < 
n
 
(n 1)2+n 2
n

 . The proof
is completed.
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